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Abstract 

Title of Dissertation: The intersecting function of Cx43 and Runx2 in bone 

Atum Michael Lionel Buo, Doctor of Philosophy 2017 

Dissertation Directed by:  Dr. Joseph P. Stains, Ph.D., Associate Professor, 

Department of Orthopaedics 

 

Bone is formed and maintained through the tightly coordinated activities of 

osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and osteocytes. Connexin 43 (Cx43), the most predominantly 

expressed gap junction protein in bone, facilitates the coordination of bone cell function 

via the gap junction-mediated sharing of second messengers throughout the osteoblast-

osteocyte network. However, the underlying mechanistic details explaining how Cx43 

converts shared second messengers into signals that induce essential osteogenic processes 

are largely unclear. This this work investigates whether Cx43 impacts osteoblast 

differentiation and bone quality by regulating Runx2, the master transcriptional regulator 

of osteogenesis. To assess this in vitro, we devised a reproducible Cre/LoxP-based 

system to delete the Cx43 gene (Gja1) from murine primary osteoblasts, and 

hypothesized that adenoviral overexpression of Runx2 in these cells would be able to 

rescue the defective osteogenesis caused by loss of Cx43. To assess this in vivo, we used 

a compound hemizygous breeding strategy to generate mice that are doubly hemizygous 

for the Cx43 gene (Gja1) and the Runx2 gene (Cx43+/- Runx2+/-), and then utilized micro-

CT scanning on femurs and skulls to analyze the skeletal phenotype at 8 weeks of age. 

We hypothesized that if Cx43 and Runx2 indeed functionally intersect to regulate 

osteogenesis in vivo, then the dual hemizygosity of both Cx43 and Runx2 should 



manifest a skeletal phenotype not visible in wild-type or singly hemizygous animals. Our 

findings reveal that overexpressing Runx2 in Cx43-depleted cells rescues osteoblast 

differentiation by restoring osteocalcin gene expression and reducing proliferation. 

Additionally, cortical bones of compound Gja1+/- Runx2+/- mice, in comparison to 

wildtype and singly Gja1+/- and Runx2+/- littermate controls, have a marked increase in 

tissue area, a widened marrow cavity due to increased bone resorption, and a striking 

increase in porosity. Furthermore, the compound mice display cranial defects not 

observable in the other genotypes, and the calvarial osteoblasts from the compound mice 

also possess a hyperproliferative defect. Together, these findings strongly indicate that 

Cx43 and Runx2 functionally intersect to regulate osteogenesis in vitro and in vivo and 

provide greater insight towards understanding how Cx43 impacts bone quality. 
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 1 

Chapter 1: Overview of Skeletal Biology and Gap Junctions 

 

1.1 Bone - Introduction 

Bone is the calcified connective tissue found throughout the body that makes up 

the skeleton in vertebrates. It is a hard, semi-rigid, and porous substance consisting of 

both a dense collagenous matrix and an inorganic mineralized component made primarily 

of calcium phosphate-containing hydroxyapatite crystals and calcium carbonate. Bone 

tissue gives rise to the structural organs known as bones, of which there are 206 in the 

adult human skeleton. Together, the bones of the skeleton provide much of the structural 

integrity the body requires for leverage, locomotion, and protection of internal organs. 

While often thought of as inert, bones are actually living tissues supplied with 

their own network of blood vessels, sensory neurons and specialized cells that enable 

bones to grow and regenerate. Even after terminal growth, the skeleton undergoes 

extensive remodeling, whereby bone is constantly being broken down by bone-resorbing 

osteoclasts and reformed by bone-building osteoblasts in order to replace old or 

damaged bone with new, stronger bone. Both cell types in particular are governed by 

elaborate regulatory mechanisms dictating whether bone should be formed or resorbed 

based on environmental feedback. As such, bones are not merely dormant tissues, but are 

ever-changing dynamic organs that are continuously adapting to the demands of the 

external environment.  

Although few would refute the vital importance of the dense and rigid properties 

of bone in establishing the structural foundation for the body, the skeleton and the bones 

that compose it do more than just contribute to bodily posture. Studies have highlighted 
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the skeleton’s role as an endocrine organ via the secretion of bone-originating hormones 

that control blood glucose levels to affect energy metabolism and also act on the kidneys 

to regulates phosphate levels [1, 2]. Additionally, bones serve as the center for 

hematopoiesis, act as a reservoir for the storage of ions such as calcium and phosphate, 

and can also affect testosterone biosynthesis [3, 4]. During situations of acidosis, the 

skeleton can release ions into circulation, thereby creating a buffer that helps restore pH 

levels [3].  

 

1.1.1  Skeletal formation 

The formation and maintenance of bone involves 3 processes: osteogenesis, 

modeling, and remodeling [5]. Osteoblasts must differentiate (osteogenesis) in order to 

produce the extracellular matrix that will eventually mineralize and form bone. Then, 

osteoclasts and osteoblasts may either work independently to adjust the shape of the bony 

scaffold to the demands of body growth and physiologic forces (modeling) or work 

together to renew the integrity of bone in response to external stimuli and the changing 

milieu (remodeling) [5, 6]. Modeling is primarily responsible for the development of 

bones during embryogenesis and adolescent growth, whereas remodeling predominates in 

adult skeletons. Both modeling and remodeling can occur during similar processes such 

as adaptation to mechanical load, fracture repair and growth [5, 7]. 

During embryogenesis, there are two observable mechanisms of bone formation 

that are responsible for the various kinds of bones throughout the body. One mechanism 

involves a condensation of mesenchymal cells differentiating directly into osteoblasts, 

which then go on to form bone. This is called intramembraneous ossification, and is 
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responsible for the formation of the clavicle (collar bone) and many of the flat bones that 

make up the skull. The other mechanism involves mesenchymal cells differentiating into 

chondrocytes, which then produces a cartilaginous template in the shape of the eventual 

bone that gets invaded by osteoblasts. This is called endochondral ossification, and is 

primarily responsible for the formation of the long bones, which include the femur and 

tibia of the legs. Bone can also be categorized as short bones and irregular bones [8], 

which are formed through a mixture of both ossification processes. These classifications 

are also similar in mice, although genetic mouse models typically assess long bones and 

flat bones for measurable changes in bone quality [9]. The studies presented in this 

document will be primarily concerned with long and flat bones.  

  

1.1.2 Structure of bone – Cortical and Trabecular bone 

Irrespective of the kind of bone, the bones of the skeleton are generally composed 

of two types of osseous tissue that differ in morphology: cortical bone and trabecular 

bone. Cortical bone is compact, highly dense and forms the hard outer shell of bones 

called the cortex. In contrast, trabecular bone is less dense than cortical bone and 

comprises bony plates and rods that form a spongy, porous network. In long bones, 

cortical bone is primarily located along the midshaft (diaphysis) and surrounds the 

marrow cavity, whereas trabecular bone predominates in an area near the ends of the 

bone (metaphyses) that is encased by a thin layer of cortex. With the exception of the 

vertebrae, which consist almost entirely of trabecular bone, cortical bone composes the 

majority of the skeletal tissue in the body at about 80% of total skeletal mass. As such, 

much of the weight-bearing function of the skeleton is due to the strength and rigidity 
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provided by cortical bone, although the trabecular cascades in long bones also aid in the 

distribution of forces to the cortical shell [6]. Both cortical and trabecular bone contribute 

to calcium homeostasis, although trabecular bone is more readily metabolized due to its 

porous nature and significantly higher surface area content. 

The outermost layer of cortical bone is covered by a thin fibrous layer of 

connective tissue known as the periosteum, whereas the interior is covered by endosteum. 

The periosteum surrounds the exterior of all bones, except at joints lined by articular 

cartilage [8]. The periosteum consists of nerve fibers, blood vessels that supply nutrients 

to the exterior segment of the cortex, and a layer of osteogenic progenitor cells that are 

responsible for appositional bone growth and fracture healing. The endosteum is a 

membraneous layer lining the inner cortical bone that interfaces with the surface of the 

marrow cavity. Bone formation typically outweighs resoprtion at the periosteal surface, 

whereas bone resorption outweighs formation at the endosteal surface.  

Bone can also be classified by the microscopic arrangement of the collagen 

network [10]. Bone that consists of a disorganized, haphazard arrangement of collagen 

fibrils is called woven bone. Woven bone is weak by nature and produced when osteoid 

is deposited rapidly, which normally occurs during fetal development. As the skeleton 

matures, woven bone is then replaced by the much stronger lamellar bone, which consists 

of a highly ordered, alternating arrangement of collagen fibrils organized into compact 

sheets called lamellae [11]. Nearly all adult bone is lamellar in nature, although woven 

bone can also occur in the adult during instances of rapid bone formation such as during 

fracture healing [6]. As such, the occurrence of woven bone is typically indicative of a 

pathological state or a strategic demand for rapid new bone growth. Essentially both 
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woven and lamellar bone are useful qualitative indicators of bone phenotype, particularly 

in genetic mouse models. 

 

1.1.3 Material and cellular composition of bone 

Bone tissue comprises an organic extracellular matrix and inorganic salts. 

Roughly 90% of the organic matrix contains collagenous proteins, primarily type 1 

collagen (Col1α1, human gene = COL1α1), and the remaining 10% consists of an array 

of non-collagenous proteins, proteoglycans and lipids [12]. The inorganic portion of bone 

consists predominantly of calcium and phosphate, which nucleate to form hydroxyapatite 

crystals, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, although significant amount of impurities, most notably 

bicarbonate, are also present. About 20-40% of the acellular component of bone is 

organic matrix, 50-70% mineral, and the remainder is water [8].  

Prior to mineralization, the organic portion of bone is called as osteoid, which 

rapidly undergoes mineralization once it is deposited as bone matrix. This is mediated by 

the actions of osteoblasts that build bone via deposition and mineralization of osteoid, 

resulting in the integration of calcium into skeletal tissue. Conversely, osteoclasts break 

down bone via resorption, which results in the release of calcium into the blood. Much of 

the metabolic activity affecting calcium homeostasis and the normal development and 

maintenance of skeletal tissue is attributable to the coordinated actions of osteoblasts and 

osteoclasts, a process called remodeling. Bone is also host to a couple other important 

cell types that contribute indirectly to these activities. Osteocytes, which are terminally 

differentiated osteoblasts that become deeply embedded with the bone, control the actions 

of osteoblasts and osteoclasts at the surface of bone via the formation of an elaborate 
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communicative network of interconnected osteocytes and osteoblasts. Formation of this 

complex osteocytic network is ideally suited for integration and dissemination of 

mechanical, local and systemic signals that determine whether bone is destroyed or made. 

A fourth cell type, called bone lining cells, arises when mature osteoblasts neither 

undergo apoptosis nor become embedded within bone but instead flatten out in shape and 

line the surface of newly formed bone. Although metabolically inactive, these lining cells 

can secrete signals that inactivate osteoclasts and therefore protect areas of de novo bone 

synthesis from additional resorption [12]. Together, the concerted activity of these cell 

types is integral in the normal development of bone and the healthy and balanced 

maintenance of bone quality through the constant remodeling of skeletal tissue. 

 

1.2 Bone Remodeling 

 Bone remodeling is a life-long process occurring all of the time, and is essential 

for the maintenance of bone strength and integrity. Unlike modeling, in which bone 

formation occurs independently of resoprtion and vice versa, bone remodeling involves 

the tightly coupled activities of both osteoclasts and osteoblasts. The remodeling process 

involves the removal of discrete packets of old, damaged bone with newly synthesized 

bone matrix. The net effect of remodeling ensures that bone is continuously renewed in 

order to prevent microdamage accumulation and also maintains mineral homeostasis. 

Remodeling is also important for the reshaping of bones during growth and fracture 

repair, and for adapting bones to the functional demands of mechanical load [7, 13]. In 

essence, remodeling results in the addition of bone where it is needed and the removal of 

bone where it is no longer required [11]. 
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The bone remodeling cycle can be divided into four phases: an activation phase, 

which involves recruitment and maturation of monocyte-macrophage osteoclast 

progenitors into mature osteoclasts; an initiation phase, in which osteoclasts break down 

the bone matrix; a reversal phase, in which resorption ends and osteoprogenitors are 

recruited to the resorption cavity and start to differentiate; and a formation phase in which 

mature osteoblasts form new bone [14]. Accordingly, the intricate levels of regulation 

that impact differentiation and activation of both osteoclasts and osteoblasts ultimately 

dictate the extent of remodeling. Below, I will discuss some of the important factors 

regulating the activities of both osteoclasts and osteoblasts. 

 

1.2.1 Osteoclasts – function and differentiation  

Osteoclasts are post-mitotic, terminally differentiated cells of hematopoietic 

origin that are highly specialized for the task of resorbing bone. Similar to macrophages, 

which are also derived from hematopoietic lineage cells, osteoclasts are large and 

multinucleated, can travel to sites of resoprtion by chemotaxis, and express an arsenal of 

lysosomal enzymes [6, 15]. In order to degrade bone, osteoclasts bind to the bone matrix 

and generate acid via an ATP-driven proton pump (or generates an acidic surface) that 

dissolves the mineralized component of the bone matrix [16]. Osteoclasts then secrete 

acidified vesicles containing numerous proteolytic enzymes that digest the components of 

the organic bone matrix. Osteoclasts also undergo several characteristic morphological 

and cytoskeletal changes in order to facilitate these processes (reviewed in [17]). 

Mature osteoclasts originate from the fusion of mononuclear hematopoietic 

precursors, which requires the precise/sequential activation of transcription factors that 
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regulate the expression of osteoclast-specific genes at defined temporal stages. Two 

cytokines that are absolutely essential to the osteoclast differentiation program 

(osteoclastogenesis) are macrophage colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) and receptor 

activator of nuclear factor kappa B ligand (RANKL), both of which critical for the 

activation and initiation phase of remodeling [18-20]. In particular, interaction of 

RANKL with its receptor RANK, which is expressed on the surface of osteoclasts and 

mononuclear precursors, drives the cascade of signaling pathways that result in the 

expression of genes critical to the formation and function of osteoclasts [15]. 

Interestingly, osteoblasts, osteocytes, and bone marrow stromal cells are the main 

source of RANKL expression, which presents in membrane-bound and soluble forms [8, 

21]. This indicates that osteoclastogenesis requires osteoblasts and stromal cells and is 

indicative of the coupling between the two cell types. These same cell types also express 

osteoprotegerin (OPG), which is a decoy receptor for RANKL and prevents it from 

interacting with RANK receptors on the surface of osteoclasts and monocyte precursors 

[20, 22]. Binding of RANKL to OPG effectively blocks further osteoclast maturation and 

designates the start of the reversal phase, allowing bone formation to take over. This 

RANK/RANKL/OPG signaling axis represents a major crosstalk mechanism, whereby 

osteoblasts can directly control the differentiation and function of osteoclasts [23]. The 

ratio of RANKL:OPG expression is also frequently used as a phenotypic indicator of the 

extent of bone turnover [24].  

Several other local and systemic factors, including various cytokines, hormones, 

and signaling molecules, also influence the progression of osteoclast differentiation. 

These include parathyroid hormone (PTH),1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (calcitrol aka 
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vitamin D), calcitonin, interleukins, TNF-α, and estrogens, among others [8, 12, 15, 17]. 

In particular, PTH and calcitrol are prominent inducers of bone turnover in response to 

low serum calcium levels and act on osteoblasts and osteocytes to increase RANKL 

production [17, 25]. Conversely, TNF-α, a pro-inflammatory cytokine that gets produced 

in response to a fracture for example, acts directly on osteoclasts to induce 

differentiation, mediating the recruitment of osteoclasts at the site of the fracture [26]. 

 

1.2.2 Osteoblasts – function and differentiation 

Osteoblasts are cuboidal-shaped cells located at the surface of bone and are 

responsible for the formation of bone via matrix deposition. They are derived from 

mesenchymal stem cell progenitors (MSCs), which are multipotent cells capable of 

yielding a variety of other mesenchymal cell types, including adipocytes, chondrocytes, 

and myoblasts. Differentiation down the osteogenic lineage therefore requires the action 

of transcription factors that orchestrate the committal of MSCs into osteoprogenitors, 

followed by sequential stages of timely programmed gene expression that permit the 

maturation of these committed osteoprogenitors into matrix forming and mineralizing 

osteoblasts.  

Typically, differentiation is thought to give rise to four distinct cell types of the 

osteoblast lineage, which include preosteoblasts, (mature) osteoblasts, osteocytes and 

bone lining cells (Figure 1.1). These distinctions are widely based on the cell function, 

morphology, and more importantly the characteristic expression of key osteoblast gene 

markers at specific stages during the differentiation program [27]. Preosteoblasts are 

proliferative cells that begin to synthesize the matrix by expressing collagen proteins,  
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Figure 1.1: Osteoblast differentiation. 

Schematic depicting the differentiation stages of a committed mesenchymal progenitor down the 

osteoblast lineage. Below each cell type is a brief list of the key osteoblast markers that are 

expressed at that stage. Runx2 and osterix (Osx) are the primary transcriptional regulators that 

induce the expression of osteoblast genes and therefore are both necessary for differentiation to 

occur. Runx2 is the overall master regulator that is required for the committal of mesenchymal 

progenitors down the osteogenic lineage. Osx, which is a downstream target of Runx2, takes over 

as the primary transcriptional driver and is more so important for terminal differentiation 
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namely Col1α1, non-collagen proteins such as fibronectin and osteopontin, and 

proteoglycans. Preosteoblasts must downregulate their proliferation in order to 

differentiate into mature osteoblasts [28], which then enrich the matrix by secreting bone 

scialoprotein (BSP, gene = BSP), alkaline phosphatase (ALP, gene = ALPL), and 

osteocalcin (OCN, gene = BGLAP). Interestingly, OCN is the most abundant non-

collagenous protein but is produced and secreted solely by osteoblasts as a hormone that 

regulates a variety of bodily functions [29, 30], whereas ALP is primarily responsible for 

facilitating mineralization by generating inorganic phosphate (Pi) [31]. At the end of a 

bone formation cycle, osteoblasts can undergo apoptosis, become lining cells, or 

terminally differentiate into bone-embedded osteocytes; as such active osteoblasts 

account for only 4-6% of the total cells that inhabit bone at a given time and are typically 

only found at sites of newly synthesized bone [12].  

The fate of multipotent MSCs is initially determined by master transcriptional 

regulators, such as MyoD for the myoblast lineage, PPARγ for the adipocyte lineage, and 

Sox9 for the chondrocyte lineage. The master transcriptional regulator of osteoblast 

differentiation is Runt-related transcription factor 2 (Runx2, gene = RUNX2; protein = 

RUNX2). Runx2 is responsible for the primary commitment of mesenchymal progenitors 

into osteoprogenitors and down the osteoblast differentiation lineage. Runx2 governs the 

expression of several key osteogenic genes, including COL1a1, BGLAP, BSP, and ALP 

and is therefore essential for the full elaboration of the osteoblast phenotype [5, 12, 32-

34]. Indeed, genetic models of Runx2 ablation reveal that mice are completely devoid of 

osteoblasts and bone formation [35]. Additionally, haploinsufficiency (Runx2+/-) caused 

by germline mutations results in the human hereditary disorder cleidocranial dysplasia 
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(CCD), which manifests with characteristic craniofacial defects and hypoplastic clavicles 

[36, 37]. 

 

1.2.2.1 Runx2 

Runx2 belongs to a small family of other runt-related transcription factors, 

formally referred to as RUNXs. These RUNX family genes, which include RUNX1 and 

RUNX3, encode for the DNA-binding α subunit of a multi-subunit transcriptionally active 

complex [38]. As such, Runx2 is classically known as core binding factor alpha 1 

(CBFα1), and Runx1 and Runx3 are known as CBFα2 and CBFα3 respectively. 

Together, these three transcription factors serve as master regulators of a variety of 

cellular processes in distinct cell lineages, although they also share some overlapping 

functions. RUNX1 is essential for the regulation of hematopoiesis, Runx3 is responsible 

for regulating neurogenesis and the development of gut epithelial cells, and Runx2 is 

essential for osteoblast differentiation and the formation of skeletal tissue [39].  

Similar to the other RUNX family members, Runx2 primarily functions as a 

heterodimer with the non-DNA-binding core binding factor beta (CBFβ) subunit. This is 

facilitated through the presence of a characteristic and highly conserved Runt-homology 

domain (RHD) (Figure 1.2) that enables the RUNX proteins to bind DNA and to 

heterodimerize with CBFβ. Although Runx2 monomers are capable of binding DNA, 

association with CBFβ both enhances the ability of Runx2 to bind DNA and stabilizes its 

interaction with DNA once bound [38]. Indeed, the interaction of Runx2 with CBFβ is 

required for normal bone formation and also contributes to the prevention of the 

cleidocranial dysplasia-like phenotype [40, 41].   
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Figure 1.2: Gene and protein structure of Runx2 isoforms. 

A) The MASNSL (Type II) and the MRIPVD (Type I) Runx2 isoforms are transcribed 

from the P1 and P2 promoters respectively. The type II isoform is encoded from all eight 

exons, whereas the type I isoform is encoded from exons 2-8. The Runx homology 

domain (RHD) is indicated in blue and is encoded from exons 2-5. ATG = start codons 

for each promoter; TGA = stop codon. B) The protein domain structure of the type I 

isoform, starting with the N-terminal MASNSL sequence. It contains a region of 

glutamine/alanine (QA) repeats and a proline/serine/threonine (PST) rich region, both of 

which are important for the transactivation function of Runx2. The protein also possesses 

the characteristic RHD DNA-binding domain, a nuclear-localisation signal (NLS), which 

partially overlaps with the RHD, a nuclear matrix targeting signal (NMTS), and a C-

terminal VWRPY motif responsible for interactions with other transcriptional 

coregulators. 
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The Runx2 gene consists of eight exons and is transcribed from two different 

promoters (P1 and P2), resulting in two major mRNA isoforms (reviewed in [42, 43]). 

The upstream P1 promoter generates the type II Runx2 isoform, which is the most 

predominantly expressed Runx2 protein in osteoblasts, and is identifiable by its N-

terminal “MASNSL” sequence. The downstream P2 promoter accounts for the 

expression of the type I Runx2 isoform, identifiable by the “MRIPVD” sequence at its N-

terminus. While both isoforms are present in bone, the Runx2-type I isoform is more 

widely distributed and is also detectable in the brain, heart, spleen, and skeletal muscle, 

whereas the Runx2-type II isoform is more or less exclusive to osteoblasts and 

hypertrophic chondrocytes [43]. Thus, it is often assumed that Runx2-type II is the more 

osteogenic isoform, which is corroborated by data showing that the type 2 isoform 

exhibits stronger transactivation potential at the osteocalcin promoter [44]. Despite this, 

Runx2-type I does play a considerable role in skeletogenesis and contributes extensively 

to intramembraneous ossification, while Runx2-type II is more important for 

endochondral ossification [43]. 

As specified above, Runx2 mediates the targeted expression of key osteogenic 

factors necessary for the full elaboration of osteoblast the osteoblast phenotype. An 

emerging role of Runx2 in bone is that it acts as a “platform protein” that integrates co-

regulatory proteins, chromatin remodeling factors and epigenetic modifiers in order to 

direct the expression of genes at specific loci [38, 45, 46]. The functional consequences 

of this transcriptional activity are diverse and provide further insight into what Runx2 

does in bone. For example, Runx2 promotes terminal chondrocyte differentiation, 

vascular invasion, and periosteal bone formation [46-48]. Runx2 also directs remodeling 
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by inducing osteoclast differentiation and has been shown to be a positive regulator of 

RANKL expression [49], although Runx2 maintains steady-state low levels of RANKL 

expression via a PKA-dependent chromatin condensing mechanism [50]. Runx2 also 

impacts osteoblast differentiation by controlling the expression of cell cycle-related 

genes. Specifically, several studies have shown that Runx2 inhibits osteoblast 

proliferation, which seems to be driven by the downregulation of G1-S phase transition 

proteins [51, 52]. This suggests that Runx2 plays a significant role in orchestrating the 

exit from the cell cycle that is observed in preosteoblasts, thereby facilitating their 

maturation into post-proliferative osteoblasts. Intriguingly, transgenic overexpression of 

Runx2 in mature osteoblasts results in osteopenia in mice [53, 54]. This highlights that 

the role of Runx2 during osteoblastogenesis is stage-dependent and further underscores 

its importance during early differentiation, whereas it is likely inhibitory at the later 

stages.  

 

1.2.2.2 Other regulators of osteoblast differentiation 

Several other transcriptional regulators are also essential for normal osteoblast 

differentiation, including Osterix (Osx, gene = SP7) and β-catenin (gene = CTNNB1). 

Osx is a transcription factor that requires Runx2 activity in order to be expressed and 

therefore functions downstream of Runx2. Deletion of Osx in mouse models results in 

complete loss of intramembraneous skeletal elements, and a significant disruption of 

endochondral differentiation and mineralization [55]. While Runx2 may be critical during 

early osteogenesis, Osx induces the expression of late osteoblast and osteocyte markers 

such as osteonectin, osteopontin (OPN), sclerostin (SOST, discussed in next section) and 
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dentin matrix acidic phosphoprotein 1 (DMP1) [56]. β-catenin is classically activated via 

canonical Wnt signaling, whereby binding of Wnt molecules to the lipoprotein receptor-

related protein 5/6 (LRP5/6) receptors initiates a signaling cascade that prevents β-

catenin destruction and induces its translocation to the nucleus. Activated β-catenin is 

absolutely critical for osteoblast differentiation and also plays a role in the commitment 

of MSCs down the osteogenic lineage by inducing Runx2 expression and blocking 

chondrogenesis. Several other transcriptional regulators are described in Table 1.1. 

 Additionally, numerous paracrine and endocrine factors also impact osteoblast 

differentiation and help to orchestrate the temporal and spatial regulatory events that 

enable osteogenic-specific gene expression and function. Many of these factors, including 

bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2) [57, 58], fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF-2) [59-

61], and various canonical Wnt molecules [62] have been described to positively induce 

osteogenesis, some of which actually induce the expression and activity of Runx2 [63]. A 

description of the function of these factors can also be found in Table 1.1. 

 

1.2.3 Osteocytes 

Osteocytes are the most abundant cell type in bone. They make up about 90-95% 

of total bone inhabiting cells and can live up to 25 years, residing in cavities within bone 

called lacuna [64]. Osteocytes arise when osteoblasts become trapped in their own 

calcified matrix and undergo numerous phenotypic changes as they become deeply 

embedded in the bone. Among the morphological changes is the formation of numerous 

dendritic-like cytoplasmic processes that travel through tiny channels originating from 

the lacunar space called canaliculi [65, 66]. These processes allow osteocytes to   
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Transcription 

Factors 

Role Defects in osteoblasts Ref. 

Runx2 Master commitment factor for 

initiating osteoblast differentiation 

No bone formation, 

devoid of osteoblasts 

[35] 

 

Osterix (SP7) Downstream of Runx2; critical for 

osteoblast differentiation 

No bone formation, devoid 

of osteoblasts 

[55] 

 

β-catenin Essential for commitment of 

mesenchymal progenitors down 

osteoblast lineage; prevents 

chondrogenesis 

Block in early 

differentiation; 

osteoblasts cells 

transdifferentiate into 

chondrocytes 

[67] 

 

Msx2 Stimulates the commitment of 

mesenchymal cells into an 

osteoblast lineage; enhances Wnt 

signaling by inhibiting Dkk1 

Increased adipogenesis, 

craniofacial defects,  

[68] 

 

Ihh Promotes expression of Runx2 in 

perichondral cells; essential for 

endochondral ossification 

Devoid of bones 

produced from 

endochondral ossification 

[69] 

 

Local/systemic 

factors 

   

BMP2 Induces osteogenesis through 

Runx2 -dependent and –

independent pathways; 

indispensable for OSX and ALP 

expression 

Severe impairment of 

osteogenesis; 

spontaneous fractures 

[58, 

70] 

 

Wnts Promotes osteogenesis through β-

catenin stabilization  

Defects in osteogenesis [67, 

71] 

PTH Increases RANKL expression; 

intermittent low-dose treatment 

promotes osteoblast differentiation 

Increased cortical and 

trabecular bone, but also 

woven bone 

[72, 

73] 

FGF2 Conflicting impact on osteogenesis, 

but is generally thought to maintain 

bone homeostasis; can induce 

Runx2 osteogenic transactivation 

via MAPK pathways 

Decreased bone 

formation, bone mass and 

osteoblast mineralization 

[74] 

Notch Promotes bone formation by 

ensuring expansion of proliferative 

osteoprogenitors 

Gain-of-function 

mutation results in 

osteosclerosis 

[75] 

Table 1.1: Factors inducing osteoblast differentiation  
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interconnect with one another and the osteoblasts/lining cells at the surface of bone, 

establishing an elaborate three-dimensional network that enables the rapid transmission 

of signals that ultimately impact bone structure.  

Osteocytes are primarily responsible for sensing mechanical load and facilitating 

mechanotransduction in response to compressive and stretching forces on the bone matrix 

[8, 66]. External forces produce changes in the flow of interstitial fluid permeating 

throughout the canalicular network. In response to the generated fluid shear stress, 

osteocytes produce signals that are transmitted to the surface of bone and ultimately 

modulate the activities of osteoblasts and osteoclasts [17, 76]. In this way, osteocytes are 

seen as the orchestrators of bone remodeling by regulating osteoblast and osteoclast 

function. A prominent crosstalk mechanism impacted by this process involves sclerostin, 

a secreted glycoprotein that is encoded by the SOST gene and is also one of the major 

gene products expressed by osteocytes [77, 78]. Sclerostin functions to repress the 

activity of bone formation by antagonizing canonical Wnt signaling by binding to 

LRP5/6, leading to the destruction of β-catenin [79]. In response to mechanical load, 

osteocytes initiate cascades that downregulate sclerostin and relieve the repression, 

permitting β-catenin accumulation and osteoblast differentiation [80]. Osteocytes also 

serve as target cells for mediating the effects of PTH on bone, which not only induces 

RANKL expression but also reduces the binding of Dickkopf-related protein 1 (Dkk1), 

an inhibitor of Wnt signaling, to LRP5/6 via phosphorylation of the LRP5/6 receptor 

[81]. This in turn improves Wnt binding to LRP5/6 Thus, it is widely accepted that 

osteocytes play a substantial role in the ability of the skeleton to adapt to external load, 

hormonal, and other systemic and local metabolic cues. 
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1.2.4 Pathology of remodeling 

During normal bone remodeling, resorption is tightly coupled with formation via 

the coordinated activities of osteoclasts, osteoblasts and osteocytes (Figure 1.3). 

However, imbalances in remodeling can still arise due to hormonal changes and ageing, 

resulting in the development of bone disorders. When formation outweighs resorption, a 

high bone mass phenotype manifests, such as those observed in osteopetrosis and 

osteosclerosis. Conversely, when resorption outweighs formation, this causes high bone 

turnover and a low bone mass phenotype that predisposes to increased fracture 

occurrence, a condition commonly referred to as osteoporosis. Interestingly, these 

imbalances seem to be reflected by underlying changes primarily in RANKL and OPG 

levels, indicating a defect in coordinated cell function. Reducing RANKL or increasing 

OPG expression in mice reduces osteoclast numbers and results in osteopetrosis, whereas 

mice exhibit osteopenia when OPG is deficient [22, 82, 83]. Indeed, currently available 

treatments and clinical trials utilizing a RANKL-inhibiting antibodies have proven 

effective in slowing down bone loss in osteoporotic patients [84]. 

Although bone quality is essentially a balancing act between formation and 

resorption, the expansive mechanisms of regulation affecting osteoclast, osteoblast, and 

osteocyte function all play a role in determining skeletal health. Thus, maintaining or 

restoring coordinated function between these cell types may offer a promising area of 

therapeutic intervention for the treatment of metabolic bone disorders like osteoporosis. 

One of the ways that bone cells coordinate function is via intercellular communication 

gap junctions. In this regard, the role of gap junctions signaling in bone has generated a 

lot of interest.  
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Figure 1.3: Crosstalk mechanisms that regulate bone remodeling. 

Schematic of crosstalk mechanisms between osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and osteocytes that 

regulate differentiation function and ultimately coordinate their function.    
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1.3 Gap junctions 

Our bodies are highly reliant on the ability of cells to efficiently and rapidly 

communicate with one another. One of the most fundamental means of intercellular 

communication occurs through specialized membrane-spanning channels known as gap 

junctions. Gap junctions permit direct cell-to-cell communication via the passive 

exchange of ions, small molecules and second messengers between neighboring cells. 

Nearly every cell type that forms cell-cell contacts in the adult human forms gap 

junctions. As such, communication through gap junctions is one of the most ubiquitously 

available methods that allow networks of identical or similar cells to share local factors 

that synchronize cellular processes and coordinate proper tissue function.  

 

1.3.1 Formation, structure and function of gap junction channels 

Connexins are a large family of integral membrane proteins that contain four 

highly conserved transmembrane domains, two extracellular loops, a cytoplasmic loop, 

and N- and C-terminal domains that both reside in the cytoplasm [85-87] (Figure 1.4A). 

The C-terminal tail is largely viewed as a docking platform for signal recruitment and 

widely varies in sequence, suggesting that each connexin can recruit a unique set of 

signaling molecules. The formation of a gap junction channel starts with six connexin 

monomers oligomerizing to assemble into a connexon, or what is commonly referred to 

as a hemichannel (Figure 1.4 B), in the trans-Golgi network. The hexameric hemichannel 

then gets transported to the plasma membrane, where it docks with an opposing 

hemichannel on the membrane of an adjacent cell, thus forming the intercellular gap 

junction channel. When localized to the plasma membrane, gap junction channels do not 
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function in isolation, but rather, aggregate into gap junction plaques that can contain 

thousands of channels and range from <100 nm to several micrometers in diameter [88]. 

Accordingly, gap junction communication can provide the means for a dynamic, 

interconnected network of cells.  

Typically, various compounds up to 1000 Da in size can be exchanged via passive 

diffusion through gap junctions. The passage of ions and various small signaling 

molecules, some of which have been identified as cyclic adenosine monophosphate 

(cAMP), inositol triphosphate (IP3) and calcium, generally facilitates the transduction and 

activation of signaling pathways throughout a network of cells. In addition to classic gap 

junctional communication (GJIC), unopposed hemichannels can also exist at the 

membrane, where they function as direct conduits between the cytosol and extracellular 

milieu [89, 90] (Figure 1.4 C). Hemichannels have been shown to mediate signal 

transduction via the exchange of ATP and PGE2 and are particularly effective in 

transmitting autocrine/paracrine signals. 

 

1.3.2 Connexin family members 

To date, there have been 21 distinct connexin family proteins identified in humans 

and 20 identified in mice, 19 of which are sequence-orthologous pairs [85]. The 

expression of these different connexins spans an array of many different tissue and cell 

types, with some cell types expressing more than one connexin. For instance, connexin 

26 (nomenclature = Cx26) is highly expressed in cochlea, liver, skin, and placenta, 

whereas Cx26, Cx30, Cx30.3, Cx31, Cx43, and others, are found in keratinocytes [91].  
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Figure 1.4: Assembly of a gap junction channel. 

A) Structure of a typical connexin protein. Predicted areas of docking/binding of signaling 

molecules have been indicated along the C-terminal tail. EL1 = extracellular loop 1; EL2 = 

extracellular loop 2; CL = cytoplasmic loop; NT = N-terminus; CT = C-terminal tail. B) 

Hemichannel formation. Six connexin monomers assemble to form a connexon, or a 

hemichannel. Hemichannels can also function as pores on the plasma membrane that facilitates 

the exchange of small molecules like ATP with the extracellular mileu. C) Gap junction 

formation. Opposing hemichannels from adjacent membranes can dock together, which forms the 

gap junctional pore. Molecules less than 1 Kda can pass through most gap junctions. Image 

modified from Moorer MC, Hebert C, Tomlinson RE, Iyer SR, Chason M, Stains JP. (2017) 

Defective signaling, osteoblastogenesis and bone remodeling in a mouse model of connexin 43 C-

terminal truncation. J Cell Sci. 2017;130:531-540. 
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Gap junctions are electrically (i.e. can pass current) and chemically coupled, 

although each connexin forms a channel with unique charge- and size-selective 

permeability [91-93]. Many of these differences can be attributed to differences in the 

cytoplasmic loop, which is highly variable and partly responsible for defining the pore 

size of the resulting connexin channel [91]. Additionally, gap junctions can exist as 

homomeric (composed of 12 of the same connexin member), heteromeric (composed of 

more than one type of connexin member), or heterotypic (opposing hemichannels do not 

have same composition), which adds further complexity to channel permeability. 

Although these differences indicate why many of these connexins cannot compensate for 

each other, these differences also ensure a refined level of functional heterogeneity, such 

that loss of one connexin is not entirely disastrous to the organism. 

 

1.4 Summary 

Bone is a highly elaborate and complex tissue that exerts a number of essential 

functions. The dynamic nature of bone is attributable to the actions of osteoclasts, 

osteoblasts, and osteocytes. Osteoclasts break down bone via resorption, osteoblasts form 

new bone via the deposition and mineralization of extracellular matrix proteins, and 

osteocytes disseminate signals that can influence both osteoclast and osteoblast activities.  

These cells are extensively regulated by a number of systemic molecules and 

transcriptional factors, such as Runx2, the master transcriptional regulator of osteoblast 

differentiation. Together, these three cell types work together to ensure the healthy 

turnover and formation of bone in a process called remodeling. Yet loss of coordinated 

function may contribute to imbalances in remodeling that underlie many metabolic bone 
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disorders like osteoporosis. Understanding how bone cells coordinate function could 

potentially yield new therapies for the treatment of osteoporosis.  

Gap junctions are integral membrane channels that are formed from a large family 

of connexin proteins. They permit the sharing of signals between cells and thus are able 

to coordinate tissue function via intercellular communication. Indeed, gap junctions are 

expressed in bone and are also known to play a role in remodeling, thus presenting a 

promising area of therapeutic interest. The following chapter will go into greater detail 

about how gap junctions impact bone physiology, particularly as it pertains to the role of 

Cx43 in bone, and introduce the goals of the studies presented in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Gap junctional regulation of signal transduction in bone cells1 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Gap junctions mediate the normal development and maintenance of skeletal tissue 

by helping to coordinate the activities of osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and osteocytes. In order 

for the bone embedded osteocytes (Figure 2.1 A,C) to direct bone formation and 

resorption on bone surfaces, there is an obvious need for these cells to signal over a 

substantial distance, impeded by the presence of a mineralized matrix (Figure 2.1 A,B). 

This is accomplished both by the release of soluble signals and by direct cell-to-cell 

communication through gap junctions. Indeed, osteocytes have an extensive network of 

long, dendritic-like cell processes that extend through the canaliculi of bone, where they 

physically interconnect with adjacent osteocytes and with osteogenic cells on the bone 

surface via Cx43-containing gap junctions (Figure 2.1 C). Likewise, surface osteoblasts, 

osteoprogenitors and bone lining cells express Cx43 and form functional gap junctions 

among each other as with osteocytes. The result is a functional syncytium of 

interconnected cells throughout bone that acts in concert to orchestrate the formation and 

turnover of bone. 

A number of compelling studies over the past decade have demonstrated that gap 

junctions play an integral role in coordinating the activities of these different cell types in 

bone. Specifically, Cx43 can regulate osteoblast differentiation, bone formation and bone   

                                                
1 Buo AM, Stains JP. (2014) Gap junctional regulation of signal transduction in bone 

cells. FEBS Lett 2014; 588:1315-1321. 
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Figure 2.1: Interconnected network of osteoblasts and osteocytes. 

A) Osteocytes (arrows) are embedded in bone and yet they direct the activity of osteoprogenitor 

(asterisks) cells on the bone surface. B) Immunofluorescence of Cx43 (green) shows expression 

at the osteocyte cell body (arrows), as well as throughout the canalicular network extending 

through the mineralized cortical bone. Cx43 is also abundantly expressed by osteoblasts on the 

bone surface (asterisks). C) Illustration of osteocytes embedded in bone. Long dendritic-like 

processes, enabling contact between osteocytes and surface osteoblasts as well as osteoclasts. 

Cx43 containing gap junctions form between the osteocytes and osteoblasts, (a.) which allows the 

exchange of molecules between the cells. Osteocytes are also known to express gap junction 

hemichannels (b.), that allow for the release of factors into the extracellular space. The regulation 

of bone resorption by osteoclasts is mediated by osteoblast/osteocyte produced RankL and OPG. 

The balance of these factors in the control of osteoclast formation is a target of Cx43. 
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resorption. Mechanistic details are emerging as to how gap junctional intercellular 

communication (GJIC) impacts the cellular processes that affect skeletal homeostasis. 

Understanding how Cx43 effects these processes is critically important as there are 

diverse mechanisms by which Cx43 can carry out its function in these cells, each with 

distinct consequences, with some that enhance bone quality (osteo-anabolic) and others 

that are detrimental (osteo-catabolic). This section revisits some of the key findings 

highlighting the important role of gap junctions in bone and will emphasize the emerging 

details and recent contributions towards elucidating the molecular mechanisms by which 

Cx43 gap junctions regulate signal transduction pathways, gene expression, 

mechanotransduction and cell survival in bone cells. 

 

2.2 Connexin 43, osteoblast differentiation, and skeletal development 

 Connexin 43 (Cx43), encoded by the gap junction protein alpha 1 gene (gene = 

GJA1 in humans, Gja1 in rodents), is the most predominantly expressed vertebrate gap 

junction protein and is also the most widely studied connexin protein family member. 

Like other connexin channels, communication through Cx43 channels regulates several 

physiological processes, such as gene transcription, apoptosis, and cell proliferation. 

Cx43 has extensively been studied in its representative tissue of the heart, where it has 

been shown that Cx43 is vital for the coordinated depolarization of cardiomyocytes 

during a normal heart beat and is also important for the migration of cardiac-derived 

neural crest cells during development [94]. However, Cx43 is also expressed in many 

other tissues including the skin [95], eye, ovary and bone.  
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 Indeed, Cx43 is the most abundantly expressed gap junction protein in bone. Cells 

of the osteoblast lineage also express other connexins, including Cx40, Cx45, Cx46 and 

Cx37, however the contributions of these gap junction proteins to skeletal homeostasis 

are still unclear. Considering that the expression of Cx43 increases during osteoblast 

differentiation, the role of Cx43 in bone is of utmost interest to the complexities of bone 

remodeling. 

Several lines of evidence underscore the importance of Cx43 in bone. First, 

mutation of GJA1 results in oculodentodigital dysplasia (ODDD), a pleiotropic hereditary 

disease characterized by craniofacial, neurologic, limb and ocular abnormalities [96, 97]. 

Mouse models of ODDD have shown that these mutations frequently lead to dominant 

negative action of Cx43 and results in changes to bone geometry, bone microarchitecture 

and osteopenia [98, 99]. In addition, mutation of GJA1 can lead to craniometaphyseal 

dysplasia with skeletal phenotypes distinct from ODDD [100]. Second, genetic ablation 

of Gja1 either globally or in conditional knockout models within the osteoblast lineage 

consistently results in a skeletal phenotype, including delayed osteoblast differentiation, 

osteopenia, and changes in skeletal geometry that are remindful of those observed in 

patients with ODDD, including broadening of the circumference of long bones with an 

expansion of the marrow cavity and often with thinned cortex [101-106]. The expansion 

of the cross sectional area and change in geometry of the long bones in ODDD and/or 

Gja1 genetic ablation in bone are strikingly similar to the skeletal phenotype of aging and 

disuse [104]. Third, Cx43 has been shown to be an important modulator of the ability of 

bone and bone cells to respond to mechanical cues, hormonal and growth factor 

stimulation to facilitate bone healing following fracture [102, 103, 107, 108]. These 
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topics of the in vivo effects of Cx43 are reviewed in greater detail elsewhere [109, 110]. 

We will focus on the molecular underpinnings for the remainder of this review. 

The involvement of Cx43 in the processes that control bone cell function and 

ultimately bone quality is conspicuously complex, with differential responses based on 

the context of the effect. For example, loss of Cx43 differentially modulates the response 

of bone cells on the periosteal and endosteal surface of bone in response to mechanical 

loading [103]. Somewhat paradoxically, loss of Cx43 reduces the anabolic effect of 

mechanical load and yet also blunts the effects of mechanical unloading or perhaps even 

aging induced bone loss [111, 112]. This implies that Cx43 transmits signals that can be 

either osteo-anabolic or osteo-catabolic, depending on the context such as aging, 

mechanical loading or unloading, or even location (i.e., differential effects on the 

periosteal and endosteal surfaces of bone) [110]. This complexity underscores the need to 

understand the specific details of how Cx43 affects bone cells and bone remodeling and 

raises several important questions.  What are the second messengers and effectors of the 

osteo-anabolic effects of Cx43 on bone? How do these differ from the effectors of the 

osteo-catabolic actions? Can we selectively regulate the ability to communicate and/or 

respond to some signals passed through gap junctions but not others? Understanding the 

molecular mechanisms by which Cx43 can modulate bone cell function in a context 

dependent manner is critical to the development of treatments that modulate these 

connexin-regulated pathways to enhance or maintain bone quality.  
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2.2.1 Molecular mechanisms of Cx43 signal transduction in bone 

One of the most common models for how Cx43 function affects cell function is 

related to classic GJIC. In this model, the passage of second messengers among cells by 

gap junctions converges on signaling pathways downstream of the gap junction [113]. 

Specifically, a target cell can respond to stimuli by producing second messengers that 

further participate in downstream signaling pathways to elicit effects on gene 

transcription and cell function. In addition to evoking a response in the targeted cell, 

these second messengers can also pass through gap junctions and elicit the same response 

in neighboring recipient cells. This allows gap junctions to amplify the effect of a 

primary signal by transmitting second messengers across a network of cells. The ability 

to communicate or share these second messengers results in a concerted and amplified 

activation of signaling cascades among a population of cells. Indeed, work from our 

laboratory has used this model to explain how enhancing gap junctional communication 

can enhance signaling transduction cascades and gene expression in bone cells [109]. 

According to this model, if cells share signals via gap junctions, then more cells can 

respond to the cue that initiated the signal to begin with. Conversely, we postulate that 

loss of Cx43 would limit signal exchange via gap junctional communication resulting in 

delays in osteoblast differentiation and function and leading to the skeletal phenotypes 

observed in mouse models (review in [110]). Similarly, in the context of a bone catabolic 

environment such as from hind limb unloading, disuse or aging [103, 112, 114, 115], 

ablation of Cx43 may halt the communication and thus the amplification of catabolic 

cues, preventing bone destruction and preserving bone quality.  
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Admittedly, such a model lacks critical mechanistic details related to how Cx43 

impacts bone cell function. For example, do connexins function simply in the formation 

of a passive channel for signal diffusion, or do they actively participate in signaling 

cascades that control osteoblast differentiation and function? What are the biologically 

relevant second messengers that are passing through Cx43 gap junctions? Further, to 

what extent do connexins function in non-junctional roles such as hemichannels to 

modulate cellular function? And what are some of the identified mechanisms mediating 

the effects of Cx43 on bone homeostasis? Which of these are osteo-anabolic? Which are 

osteo-catabolic? To date, the most progress has been with regard to potential osteo-

anabolic signaling cascades that are enhanced by Cx43 expression. 

 

2.2.2 Cx43 and osteo-anabolic signaling pathways  

One way that Cx43 regulates bone is through the control of osteoblast 

differentiation and the expression of factors controlling bone resorption by osteoclasts. 

Cell autonomous defects in cells of the osteoblast lineage underlie at least a subset of the 

reduced bone quality caused by Cx43 gene deletion. It seems there is an intrinsic inability 

of osteoblasts to optimally express the genes necessary for matrix production, 

mineralization, the suppression of bone resorption and progression through the 

osteogenic lineage in the absence of Cx43 [101, 102], highlighting that in certain contexts 

Cx43 is osteo-anabolic. In vitro, alterations in Cx43 expression or function modulate the 

expression of several osteoblast genes [116-121]. With respect to how Cx43 regulates 

gene expression, osteoblast differentiation and function, the effectors and signaling 
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pathways are complex. It is clear that there is no single effector of Cx43’s action on bone 

cells.  

One set of mechanisms responsible for Cx43-mediated regulation of osteoblast 

differentiation and gene expression involves the transcription factors Runx2 and Osterix 

(Osx), both of which act as master regulators of osteogenesis. Cx43 overexpression or 

knockdown modulates the transcriptional activity of both Runx2 and Osx in MC3T3-E1 

cells, thereby providing a potential means by which Cx43 can impact the wide spectrum 

of osteoblast gene transcription and osteoblast differentiation [122-125]. Two of the 

downstream effectors of Cx43-activated signaling responsible for modulating Runx2 and 

Osx activity have been identified (Figure 2.2). In the case of Runx2, Cx43 affects the 

activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and protein kinase C δ (PKCδ), 

both of which work in parallel to enhance Runx2 activity [119, 120, 124]. ERK and 

PKCδ phosphorylate Runx2, increasing its transcriptional activity [59, 126-128]. 

Interestingly, ERK and PKCδ physically complex with Cx43, suggesting a point of 

spatial signaling control[125, 129, 130]. Consistent with the action of Cx43 in this 

context as a classic gap junction rather than via hemichannel activity, disruption of gap 

junction communication by pharmacological inhibition or culturing of cells in low 

density abrogates the Cx43-dependent effects on Runx2 activity [124].  

Similarly, Cx43-dependent modulation of ERK regulates the recruitment of Osx 

(as part of an Sp1-conatining complex) to osteoblast promoters [122, 123]. Cx43 

regulation of Sp1 family of transcription factors has similarly been reported in other cell 

contexts as well [131]. Taken together, these findings demonstrate that Cx43 regulates 

the ERK and PKCδ signaling pathways, converging on the activity of osteo-anabolic   
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Figure 2.2: Overview of Cx43-associated signaling pathways. 

This schematic illustrates some of the identified signaling factors that are regulated downstream 

of Cx43 in osteoblasts and osteocytes.  
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effector molecules Runx2 and Osx with clear effects on osteoblast gene expression, 

which explains, at least in part, the osteo-anabolic effects of Cx43 on bone. 

An important question is, what is the identity of the second messenger signals 

being shared by bone cells via Cx43 to carry out these effects on transcription? Recent 

work has identified inositol polyphosphates as biologically relevant second messengers 

that may be a key signal communicated by Cx43 among bone cells that impacts Runx2 

activation by activating PKCδ[132]. In Cx43-overexpressing MC3T3-E1 cells treated 

with FGF2, inhibition of phospholipase C gamma1 (PLCγ1), inositol phosphate 

multikinase and inositol hexakisphosphate kinase 1 (IP6K1), which produce inositol 

phosphate second messengers such as IP3, IP5, IP6 and IP7, results in less PKCδ 

phosphorylation and consequently abrogates the Cx43-dependent enhancement in Runx2 

activity. Considering that inositol triphosphates have been previously shown to pass 

through gap junctions [133], this provides evidence into a potential second messenger 

upstream of Cx43 that passes through gap junctions and activates PKCδ in adjacent bone 

cells. Inositol polyphosphates are probably one of many second messengers of biologic 

importance that are communicated through Cx43 channels that positively or negatively 

effect bone cell function. 

There is evidence that control of gene expression and bone cell function by Cx43 

is evolutionarily conserved. In zebrafish, loss-of-function and gain-of-function mutations 

in the gene encoding Cx43 in zebrafish affects the length of skeletally-derived fin 

segments resulting in distinct short fin and long fin phenotypes, respectively [134, 135]. 

Similar to the in vitro models discussed above, Cx43 expression in the regenerating fin 

rays of zebrafish affects the expression of a key secreted factor, semaphorin3d [136] 
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(Figure 2.2).  Semaphorin3d can then signal through two other factors, neurophilin2a and 

plexin a3, which in turn regulates proliferation and joint formation by skeletal precursor 

cells that ultimately control bone tissue morphogenesis and fin growth [136]. 

Accompanying these findings is the intriguing observation that the upregulation of 

semaphorin3d does not occur in the proliferating Cx43-positive blastema cells 

responsible for bony fin growth, but rather in a non-proximal tissue compartment of the 

fin ray containing lateral skeletal precursor cells, emphasizing the importance of the cell-

to-cell signaling and coordinate multicellular function in this model [137]. As such, 

semaphorin3d is a critical downstream effector of Cx43-controlled bony fin growth. 

Cumulatively, these identified mechanisms provide compelling evidence as to 

how Cx43 affects signal transduction cascades, such as ERK and PKCδ, in order to 

regulate downstream osteogenic processes such as gene transcription. Further, these 

studies provide insights as to why this “information sharing” of second messengers 

carries great consequence towards osteoblast function and bone physiology. In brief, it 

seems that Cx43 not only participates in the gap junctional transmission of second 

messengers between cells, but Cx43 also reinforces the signaling pathways activated by 

these second messengers in adjacent cells, thereby increasing the activation of these 

signaling pathways downstream of the gap junction channel. It is important to mention 

that many other mediators (both second messengers and signal pathways) that affect gene 

expression may exist downstream of Cx43 in osteoblasts, and identification of these 

mediators is important in developing a complete picture of the signaling factors that 

contribute to the role of Cx43 in bone. 
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2.2.3 Cx43 Signaling during mechanotransduction 

 A second means by which Cx43 affects bone is via its role in transducing 

mechanical load signals among bone cells. An important cue that regulates the anabolic 

and catabolic action of the skeleton is mechanical stress. The skeleton is amazingly adept 

at modulating the skeletal microarchitecture to adapt to changing demands in mechanical 

load. A series of seminal works on the effect of Cx43 gene deletion on the mechano-

responsiveness of bone have revealed the importance of Cx43 in translating both osteo-

anabolic and osteo-catabolic mechanical responses from osteocytes into the remodeling 

of bone [103, 111, 112, 114, 138]. In vitro, osteoblasts and osteocytes can respond to 

mechanical perturbation and/or fluid flow-induced mechanical stress by producing 

calcium oscillations that can propagate among cells in a Cx43-dependent manner [139-

141]. These Cx43-dependent calcium oscillations between osteocytes and osteoblasts can 

be reproduced ex vivo in intact bone in response to mechanical stress on the cells [142, 

143]. Thus, calcium or effectors of calcium signaling, such as IP3, may be second 

messengers used by bone cells to transduce mechanical load signals though gap 

junctions. It is not yet known if these pathways then converge upon the ERK or PKCδ 

pathways to regulate osteoblast gene expression via Runx2 or Osterix or if they take their 

own unique path to modulate bone cell function. 

 In addition to communication through classic cell-to-cell communication through 

gap junction channels, several studies suggest that Cx43-containing hemichannels 

contribute to mechanical signaling in osteocytes. In response to fluid flow-induced 

mechanical stress, MLO-Y4 osteocyte-like cells release prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) via 

opening of Cx43 hemichannels [144, 145] (Figure 2.2). The opening of hemichannels 
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occurs as a result of a physical interaction between Cx43 hemichannels and α5β1 

integrins [146]. In this context, fluid flow-induced mechanical stress results in the PI3K-

dependent phosphorylation of α5β1, inducing a conformation change in the integrin and 

opening the Cx43 hemichannel. Subsequently, PGE2 can be released through the Cx43 

hemichannel. With regard to mechanotransduction signaling, PGE2 signals through its 

cognate EP2 receptors, which induces the activation of PI3K/AKT pathway and 

accumulation of cyclic AMP cAMP) [147, 148]. Both cAMP/PKA- and PI3K/AKT-

dependent pathways converge on β-catenin signaling, a key effector of mechanical load 

responses by bone cells [149-152]. PGE2 also induces Cx43 expression and GJIC in 

osteocytes and osteoblasts [148, 153]. Thus, PGE2 may function both as an osteoanabolic 

mediator of Cx43 hemichannel function, while also enhancing GJIC, increasing the 

propagation of intercellular mediators of mechanical load among bone cells. It should be 

noted that there are two levels of controversy with respect to Cx43 hemichannel function 

in bone. First, the in vivo relevance of Cx43 hemichannels is unclear as characterization 

of mice expressing an ODDD-causing Cx43 mutant, which has defective GJIC but 

hyperactive hemichannel function, largely phenocopies the Cx43 conditional knockout 

models with respect to bone [99, 104]. Second, bone cells isolated from Cx43-deficient 

mice are as effective as wild type bone cells at releasing PGE2 in response to fluid flow 

[154]. In fact, in this study the authors convincingly demonstrate pannexin1 activity 

rather than Cx43 hemichannel activity was required for PGE2 release. Additional work, 

particularly using in vivo models, is necessary to clarify the role of GJIC, Cx43 

hemichannels and pannexins in mechanotransduction in bone. Regardless, it is clear that 

Cx43 plays a large role in how bone homeostasis is controlled not only during osteo-
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anabolic activities, such as mechanical stress induced by exercise, but also during osteo-

catabolic activities, such as the removal of mechanical signals from exposure to 

microgravity or disuse. Little is known about the nature of these osteo-catabolic signals 

that are propagated through Cx43 to impact bone quality. 

 

2.3.4 Cx43 Mechanisms of osteocyte apoptosis and survival 

 A third means by which Cx43 impacts bone quality is through regulation of 

osteocyte apoptosis. Osteocyte death is exacerbated in various catabolic bone syndromes 

[155, 156]. Increased apoptosis of osteocytes may compromise the mechanosensory and 

communicative function of bone cells, leading to increased bone resorption and low bone 

mass [157, 158]. Hence, there is great interest in determining what regulates osteocyte 

death and the downstream consequences on bone remodeling.  

In mouse models, conditional deletion of Cx43 from late stage osteoblast and 

osteocytes results in increased osteocyte apoptosis [106, 112]. Perplexingly, no increase 

in osteocyte death is observed when in Cx43 conditional knockout mice with deletion of 

Cx43 in the entire osteoblast lineage rather than just late stage osteoblasts and osteocytes) 

[104]. The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear, as all of these models lack Cx43 in 

the osteocyte compartment, but perhaps it implies that GJIC between osteoprogenitor 

cells and osteocytes produces survival signals that are in direct opposition to those 

exchange by osteocytes and late osteoblasts. Undoubtedly, clarification of this point is 

critical to understanding all of the ways that Cx43 can regulate bone homeostasis. 

Additionally, Cx43 can influence cell survival downstream of specific cues. Cx43 

is required for the anti-apoptotic action of bisphosphonates and parathyroid hormone 
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PTH) on osteocytes and osteoblasts [159, 160]. In the case of bisphosphonates, the 

opening of Cx43 hemichannels by the indirect action of bisphosphonates leads to the 

activation of ERK-dependent cell survival signals that inactivate the pro-apoptotic 

effector Bcl-2-associated death promoter (BAD) and drive the anti-apoptotic actions of 

C/EBPβ [159, 161]. With respect to PTH, Cx43 can mediate cell survival signals by 

forming a complex with β-arrestin, effectively sequestering β-arrestin and permitting 

sustained action of the parathyroid hormone 1 receptor (PTHr1) and the accumulation of 

intracellular cAMP accumulation, leading to enhanced cell survival [160]. The 

implication that cAMP is sufficient to induce osteocyte survival, even in the absence of 

Cx43, establishes that cAMP may be another biologically relevant second messenger 

transmitted by Cx43 gap junctions. 

 

2.3 The Cx43 C-terminus and an active role for Cx43 in signaling 

A particularly exciting role for Cx43 as an active participant in signal transduction 

and not just a passive channel for second messenger diffusion is emerging. The C-

terminal (CT) domain of Cx43, which is the least conserved of the connexin protein 

domains, has been shown to bind to and/or be the target of numerous signaling 

complexes [129, 162]. While much of the focus of the gap junction field has been on how 

modulation of the connexin by these signal complexes can regulate the open/closed state 

of gap junction channels (signaling to the gap junction), recent evidence demonstrates a 

role for signaling from the Cx43 gap junction, as well.  

Several in vitro structure-function studies show that the Cx43 C-terminus plays an 

important role in signaling and function of bone cells. Overexpression of a full-length 
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Cx43 construct, but not a Cx43 mutant construct that lacks the C-terminus, enhances the 

expression of osteoblast genes and supports the Cx43-dependent potentiation of FGF2 

signaling on Runx2 activity, despite both constructs being able to support similar levels 

of GJIC [125]. Importantly, not only is the C-terminus required for the signaling and 

transcriptional effects of Cx43 overexpression on bone cells, the C-terminus is 

insufficient to mimic the effects of Cx43 and is antagonistic to signaling via the ERK and 

PKCδ pathways and osteoblast gene expression. PKCδ complexes with Cx43 via its C-

terminus domain and upon activation translocates from Cx43 to the nucleus where it 

interacts with Runx2 [130, 132]. This demonstrates that both the communication function 

(Cx43 channel) and C-terminus of Cx43 are required for Cx43 to affect bone cells. 

Likewise, α5 integrin-dependent opening of Cx43 hemichannels following fluid flow 

requires the intact Cx43, while the Cx43 C-terminus is antagonistic to hemichannel 

opening [146]. Also, a similar Cx43ΔCT construct abolishes the bisphosphonate- and 

PTH-induced anti-apoptotic effect mediated by Cx43, although in this context GJIC may 

not be required [160, 161].  

These experiments suggest that Cx43 serves, not only to exchange second 

messengers between cells, but also as a “docking platform” for signaling complexes. In 

the three-dimensional context of the cell, location is important and the ability to bring 

signaling effector molecules (e.g., PKCδ) to the unique cellular microdomain (i.e., the 

membrane bound gap junction plaque) where second messengers (e.g., IP7, cAMP) are 

exchanged is intuitive. Therefore, intercellular communication and signal complex 

association with the gap junction channel may be intertwined functions, and the biologic 

activity of Cx43 may be determined, not only by the charge and size selective 
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permeability of gap junctions, but also by the locally recruited signaling complexes 

associated with the Cx43 C-terminus.  

This model may explain, at least in part, the need for 20+ connexin proteins, 

which often have overlapping permeability and yet serve unique biologic function. 

Among connexins, the highly variant C-terminus is primarily the site of signaling 

complexes interactions. Extrapolating this model, it is possible that each connexin may 

recruit its own unique subset of signaling complexes, providing specific function to each 

connexin. While intriguing, these hypotheses still require rigorous testing, but they 

highlight a novel role of Cx43 as an active regulator of signaling and not just a passive 

channel for the intercellular diffusion of molecules that are small enough to pass through. 

 

2.4 Concluding Remarks 

 In summary, Cx43 is crucial for skeletal homeostasis, regulating bone cell 

function by actively participating in the regulation of signaling, gene expression, cell 

survival and the ability to respond to diverse cues, such as mechanical load. The means 

by which Cx43 carries out these functions are numerous and are context specific, 

communicating both osteo-anabolic and osteo-catabolic signals within the skeletal 

network of cells. Indeed, even within the largely anabolic signaling network, second 

messengers like inositol polyphosphates (e.g., IP3 and IP7), calcium and cAMP have all 

been implicated (Figure 1.4). These messengers converge on effectors including PKCδ, 

ERK, β-catenin, PI3K and PKA.  

Despite these gains, much work remains to be done. The links between second 

messengers that are communicated by Cx43 and cell function need to be defined more 
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clearly. The nature of osteo-catabolic signals communicated by Cx43 needs to be 

established. The identity of biologically relevant second messengers must be determined.  

These studies will be critical for understanding how Cx43 ultimately affects bone quality. 

This knowledge might permit us to modulate Cx43-dependent processes to increase bone 

cell function and bone mass accumulation in order to prevent or treat diseases of skeletal 

fragility. Understanding the coordination of osteoblast, osteocyte and osteoclasts 

networks is vital to the understanding diseases of skeletal metabolism. 

 Interventions that can impact bone biology based on protein-protein interactions 

and structure function analysis of Cx43 are certainly feasible and have been successful in 

other tissues. For example, the association of the Cx43 C-terminus to the tight junction 

protein zonula occludens-1 (ZO-1) has been extensively studied [129, 163-166]. 

Recently, a mimetic peptide (alphaCT1) that affects Cx43 C-terminus interactions with 

ZO-1 has been demonstrated to be effective at improving corneal wound healing, 

reducing scar tissue and improving healing time and attenuating injury-induced cardiac 

arrhythmia [166-168]. Accordingly, such molecular dissections of Cx43 structure and 

function can have important therapeutic potential. 

 In the meanwhile, further investigation into the involvement of Runx2 in 

mediating the Cx43-dependent effects on bone is a consequential step in clarifying the 

mechanisms of Cx43 action in bone. In particular, Runx2, the master transcriptional 

regulator of osteogenesis, is responsible for the expression of genes not only at the 

committal stage but throughout the osteogenic lineage. Modulation of Runx2 via Cx43-

mediated signaling pathways would provide meaningful insight into how Cx43 is 

mechanistically able to elicit its broad range of effects on osteoblast differentiation and 
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bone formation. In this regard, this thesis aims to verify the physiological significance of 

this Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis on bone metabolism and to further our understanding of 

Cx43’s effects on bone. 
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2.5 Thesis objectives 

The work presented in this thesis primarily focused on the involvement of Runx2 

in mediating the actions of Cx43 on bone. Based on our previous work from our lab, 

which showed that Cx43-mediated gap junctional intercellular communication triggers 

signaling pathways that enhance Runx2 transactivation in preosteoblast cell lines, we 

sought to determine whether this apparent intersection of Cx43 and Runx2 function is 

also relevant to bone physiology in general.  

 

The specific aims for this project are as follows: 

1) To determine whether Cx43 impacts osteogenesis via Runx2 function using 

primary osteogenic cell culture and in vitro methods. 

2) To implement a compound hemizygous mouse breeding strategy in order 

determine if Cx43 impacts osteogenesis and normal bone quality in vivo by 

functioning through a Runx2-dependent mechanism.  

 

Successful completion of these aims also requires the implementation of novel or 

improved strategies that allow us to evaluate the effect of Cx43 on Runx2 activity in 

more biologically complex systems. Confirmation of the physiological relevance of the 

Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis ultimately contributes to the overall goal of expanding our 

knowledge of the underlying mechanistic details of Cx43’s impact on bone. Given the 

broader implications of the transduction-based strategy, this is featured as its own study, 

presented in the following chapter.   
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Chapter 3: A cost-effective method to enhance adenoviral transduction of primary 

murine osteoblasts and bone marrow stromal cells1 

 

3.1 Abstract 

We report here a method for the use of poly-L-lysine to markedly improve the 

adenoviral transduction efficiency of primary murine osteoblasts and bone marrow 

stromal cells in culture and in situ, which are typically difficult to transduce. We show by 

fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry that the addition of poly-L-lysine to the 

viral-containing medium significantly increases the number of green fluorescence protein 

(GFP)-positive osteoblasts and bone marrow stromal cells transduced with an eGFP-

expressing adenovirus. We also demonstrate that poly-L-lysine can greatly enhance the 

adenoviral transduction of osteoblasts and osteocytes in situ in ex vivo tibia and calvaria, 

as well as in long bone fragments. Additionally, we validate that poly-L-lysine can 

improve routine adenoviral transduction studies by permitting the use of low 

multiplicities of infection to obtain the desired biologic effect. Ultimately, the use of 

poly-L-lysine to facilitate adenoviral gene transfer in osteogenic cells can provide a cost-

effective means of performing efficient gene transfer studies in the context of bone 

research.  

 

                                                
1 Buo AM, Williams MS, Kerr JP, Stains JP. (2016) A cost-effective method to enhance 

adenoviral transduction of primary murine osteoblasts and bone marrow stromal cells. 

Bone Res; 4, 16021  
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3.2 Introduction  

The expression or silencing of specific genes via gene delivery strategies is an 

essential component of bone-related studies using primary osteogenic cells. Recombinant 

adenovirus vectors are routinely utilized for the in vitro transduction of primary 

osteoblasts and bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs). However, obtaining suitable 

transduction efficiencies remains a persistent challenge, as successful adenoviral 

transduction of these cells requires very high multiplicities of infection (MOI). This 

limits the utility and economics of adenoviral transduction. Further, poor transduction 

efficiency can complicate data interpretation.  

A viable option for improving adenoviral transduction efficiencies in vitro 

involves the use of polycationic compounds. When co-administered with virus particles, 

polycations are believed to neutralize repulsions between target cell membranes and viral 

particles, thereby improving viral attachment and transduction efficiency[169-174]. 

Despite the potential impact of polycations, they are not routinely used in the bone field 

to enhance the adenoviral transduction of osteoblasts and BMSCs.  

Here, we determined whether a relatively inexpensive and common polycationic 

compound, poly-L-lysine (PLL), could enhance adenoviral-mediated gene transfer in 

osteoblasts and BMSCs. Previously, Orlicky and Schaack demonstrated that direct 

incubation of PLL with GFP-expressing adenoviral particles results in near 100% 

transduction efficiency in 3T3-L1 preadipocyte cells that are normally difficult to 

transduce [175]. Our data show that using PLL substantially enhances the adenoviral 

transduction efficiency of primary murine osteoblasts and BMSCs. Our method is very 

accessible, requires only PLL and the adenovirus of interest, and a brief viral incubation 
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period of 1 hour, yet results in rapid and marked improvements in transduction 

efficiency.  Further, we demonstrate how this method can be exploited in knockdown 

studies to transduce floxed primary murine osteoblasts with Cre-expressing adenovirus at 

low MOI to obtain the expected biological effects. 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

Animals 

C57BL/6 wild type and Gja1flox/flox mice were purchased from the Jackson 

Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and maintained in the animal care facility at the 

University of Maryland School of Medicine. All animal studies were performed with 

approval by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Maryland School 

of Medicine.  

 

Primary cell isolation and culture 

Osteoblasts and BMSCs were isolated from mouse hind-limb long bones using 

methods previously described [176, 177]. Briefly, both left and right femurs and tibiae 

were dissected from 4-week old C57BL/6 mice and Gja1flox/flox mice. Under aseptic 

conditions, the epiphyses of the bone were cut and the bone marrow flushed into a petri 

dish using complete culture medium (MEMα supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 

and 1% penicillin/streptomycin). For osteoblast preparation, flushed long bones were 

subsequently cut into small pieces and digested in collagenase A (Sigma, St Louis, MO, 

USA) solution for 2 hours. Bone chips were then washed 3 times with complete medium 

to neutralize digestion and placed in a 100 mm (78 cm2 surface area) tissue culture dishes 

(~20-25 chips per dish). Plated bone chips were kept at 37oC and 5% CO2 in a humidified 
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incubator to allow for bone cells to migrate off bone chips and were fed with fresh 

complete medium every 3 days. Cells were maintained for 2 weeks or until the culture 

reached about 70% confluence. For BMSCs preparation, the combined marrow 

suspension was gently pipetted to disperse marrow plugs and then filtered using a 70 μm 

cell strainer. The suspension volume equivalent of two mice was seeded into one 100 mm 

tissue culture dish and incubated at 37oC and 5% CO2 for 2 days. On the second day, the 

non-adherent cells were removed by aspiration of medium and 3 washes of Hank’s 

Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) to ensure complete removal of any non-adherent cells and 

then replenished with fresh complete medium. Adherent cells were grown and maintained 

for 7-10 days until 70% confluence. All primary cell cultures were fed every 3 days with 

fresh complete medium. 

 

Adenoviral constructs and amplification 

The eGFP adenovirus (Ad-GFP) and the GFP-tagged Cre recombinase adenovirus 

(Ad-Cre), were both purchased from Vector Biolabs (Philadelphia, PA, USA) at a viral 

titer of 1x1010 plaque-forming units/ml (PFU/ml). Ad-GFP expresses enhanced green 

fluorescent protein under the control of a CMV promoter, whereas Ad-Cre contains GFP 

downstream of an IRES sequence. Before administering for transduction, viruses were 

amplified by infecting overnight cultures of 293a packaging cells (Life Technologies) 

seeded in complete DMEM at a cell density of 54,500 cells/cm2 (or 3x106 cells in a 100 

mm tissue culture dish) with 1 μL of each virus in separate dishes. Once about 70-80% of 

infected 293a cells were detached and floating in the medium (usually about 3-5 days) the 

suspended cells were harvested and the virus particles released by 3 repeated cycles of 
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freezing and thawing and aliquotted into sterile cryovials. Titers of amplified virus were 

determined by conducting an agarose plaque assay on serial dilutions of the viral stocks 

(Life Technologies). Both Ad-GFP and Ad-Cre had a viral titer of 1.1x109 pfu/mL. 

 

Adenoviral Transduction 

Primary osteoblasts and BMSCs were subjected to adenoviral transduction the 

day after target cells were trypsinized and seeded into multi-well tissue culture plates. For 

all experiments, cells were transduced with viral medium that was either prepared with or 

without cell culture-grade PLL in order to assess the impact of polycations on adenoviral 

transduction.  

To prepare the viral transduction media, serum-free MEMα was added to two 

separate conical tubes using enough volume to infect wells in triplicates at a total 

transduction volume equal to half of the normal capacity of medium per well (i.e. a well 

in a 12-well plate holds 1 mL complete medium, so the transduction volume is 0.5 mL 

per well). For the polycationic-mediated transduction condition, cell culture-grade PLL 

(Sigma, St Louis, MO) was added to one of the conical tubes prior to the addition of virus 

at a final concentration of 0.5 µg/mL PLL. Amplified virus was then added to both tubes 

using a volume required to obtain the appropriate MOI, and the tubes were allowed to 

incubate for 5-10 minutes at room temperature in order to allow formation of 

polycationic viral complexes in the PLL-containing tube. The virus-containing medium 

was then used to replace the culture media already on cells, and the cells were returned to 

the incubator (37oC/ 5% CO2) to allow viral particles to infect cells. After a transduction 

period of 1 hour, the viral medium was discarded and replaced with fresh complete 
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medium, and the culture plates were returned to the incubator. All assays were conducted 

3 days post-transduction to allow for optimal expression. 

This general procedure was followed for all cell types and viral constructs, with 

minor alterations specified for each application. For flow cytometry and fluorescent 

microscopy, wild type primary cells were seeded into 12-well plates at a density of 

80,000 cells/well and, the following day, were transduced with viral medium containing 

Ad-GFP at 4 different MOIs (5, 25, 50, 100) in the absence or presence of 0.5 µg/mL 

PLL. As a negative control, a set of cells was not infected with Ad-GFP, also with or 

without PLL. For overexpression studies, primary osteoblasts seeded in 48-well plates 

were transduced with Ad-Runx2 at an MOI of 220 and transduction volume of 150 uL 

per well. Cells were then processed for RNA isolation and real time PCR 3 days post-

transduction. For knockdown studies, primary osteoblasts obtained from Gja1flox/flox  

animals were also seeded in 48-well plates and subjected to transduction with Ad-Cre at 

various MOIs.  Cells were then assessed for viability and gene expression. 

 

Fluorescent Microscopy and Flow Cytometry 

Cultured wild type primary osteoblasts were washed with HBSS, trypsinized and 

seeded into 12-well plates at a seeding density of 80,000 cells/well and transduced with 

Ad-GFP at the MOIs specified above. After 72 hours, cells which was assessed visibly by 

fluorescent microscopy. To verify the specificity of the transduction, red-fluorescent 

compound DiI (Life Technologies, Eugene, OR) was used to label the cells in the dish 

according to manufacturer’s directions, just prior to imaging on a Nikon inverted 

fluorescence microscope.  
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For flow cytometry, a separate set of transduced cells not treated with the DiI 

compound were trypsinized following microscopic analysis, and the resulting 

suspensions were pipetted into individual sterile 1.7ml tubes. The suspensions were spun 

down in a table-top centrifuge at 10,000 rpm and 4oC to remove the supernatant, and the 

pelleted cells were washed with ice cold HBSS. This was repeated to ensure that all of 

the phenol red-containing culture medium was removed from cells. Cells were spun 

down once more and resuspended in 500 µL HBSS containing 5 µg/mL propidium iodide 

(PI), transferred to FACs tubes and kept on ice before being processed for flow cytometry 

as described[124]. 

 

Quantitative PCR 

Total RNA was isolated from transduced cells using Tripure reagent (Roche, 

Indianapolis, IN, USA). Reverse transcription quantitative PCR was carried out as 

described previously. The data are shown relative to the expression of Gapdh, Rpl13, and 

Hprt using geNorm v3.5 software (Ghent University Hospital Ghent, Belgium), as 

described previously[132]. The primer sets for Gapdh, Rpl13, Hprt, Gja1/Cx43, 

Bglap/osteocalcin, Osx/Osterix, and Runx2 are described previously [125, 132]. Cells 

were assayed 72 hours post-transduction to determine the expression of Gja1/Cx43 in 

these cells by quantitative real time RT-PCR or western blotting, as described previously 

[132].  
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Western blotting 

Western blots were performed as previously described [123]. Briefly, sample 

were subjected to separation on 10% SDS-PAGE gels and then transferred to 

polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore; Bedford, MA). Subsequently, 

membranes were blocked in 5% non-fat dry milk, and were incubated with primary 

antibodies overnight, with the horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies 

(GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences; Picataway, NJ). Membranes were visualized using Clarity 

ECL western blotting subtrate (BioRad Hercules, CA), and imaged with a UVP EpiChem 

gel documentation system (UVP Bioimaging Systems, Upland, CA).The rabbit anti-Cx43 

antibody was purchased from Sigma. The mouse anti-GAPDH  and rabbit anti-osterix 

antibodies were purchased from Millipore. 

 

In Situ Transduction of Bone Samples 

 Long bones and calvaria were isolated from Gja1flox/flox mice and were cleaned of 

their soft tissue. Long bones were flushed of their marrow and subjected to collagenase A 

digestion as described above. Each individual calvaria was digested twice with 30-minute 

rounds of collagenase A, followed by a 30-minute incubation with Trypsin EDTA, and 

finally another 30-minute incubation with collagenase A. Each solution was discarded 

after each 30-minute period. Digested long bones and calvaria were each placed in 

separate 12-well plates and cultured overnight in complete medium. The following day, 

the whole bone samples were infected with Ad-GFP at a viral titer of 2x107 pfu/mL in the 

presence or absence of PLL and were analyzed using fluorescent microscopy 3 days later.  
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For viral transduction of bone fragments, long bone samples were dissected into 

smaller pieces prior to transduction with PLL-coated Ad-Cre whereas calvaria were left 

intact. Transduced long bone fragments and calvaria were harvested into RIPA lysis 

buffer 3 days later and were subjected to tissue homogenization using metallic beads and 

a Qiagen Tissuelyser LT to grind up the bone into dust. Protein extracts from these 

homogenates were processed for Cx43 immunoblotting as described above. 

 

Cell Viability Assay 

 Cell viability of Ad-Cre-transduced osteoblasts was assessed with the Cell 

Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) colorimetric assay and used according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions (Dojindo, Rockville, MD, USA). Briefly, 30 µL CCK-8 reagent was added 

directly to the culture medium of each transduced well and allowed to incubate for 4 

hours in humidified 5% CO2 incubator. The absorbance of the culture medium was 

measured at 450 nm using a microplate meter.  Data are plotted as blank correct optical 

densities. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Unless indicated, experiments were performed in triplicate wells and repeated at 

least three times. Flow cytometry experiments were performed twice with outstanding 

reproducibility, and data figures present results from a representative experiment. 

Histograms show means +/− standard deviations. Data were assessed for statistical 

significance by ANOVA followed by a Dunnet’s post hoc test using GraphPad Prism 

(v6). P-values less than 0.05 are considered statistically significant. 
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3.4 Results 

Poly-L-Lysine enhances transduction efficiency of a GFP-expressing adenovirus in 

primary osteoblasts and bone marrow stromal cells. 

We sought to obtain evidence that PLL enhances adenoviral transduction 

efficiency in primary osteoblasts and BMSCs. To establish this, we first evaluated the 

effect of PLL on the ability of a GFP-expressing adenovirus (Ad-GFP) to infect primary 

osteoblasts. Primary osteoblasts were isolated from C57BL/6 mice and were transduced 

with viral medium containing Ad-GFP at MOIs of 5, 25, 50, and 100 pfu/cell, in the 

absence or presence of 0.5 µg/mL PLL. Cells were assayed using fluorescent microscopy 

72 hours post-transduction to qualitatively assess transduction efficiency. The number of 

primary osteoblasts expressing GFP was remarkably higher when cells were treated with 

PLL at every MOI tested (Figure 3.1). Strikingly, little fluorescence was detected at any 

MOI when cells were transduced in the absence of PLL. Similar results were observed in 

BMSCs (data not shown).  

We then performed flow cytometry in order to confirm the microscopy findings 

and quantitate the % yield of GFP-positive (GFP+) cells. Consistent with the 

fluorescence micorscopy data, flow cytometry revealed that PLL increased both the 

fluorescence intensity and percentage of GFP+ cells for both osteoblasts and BMSCs at 

every MOI (Figure 3.2). For the osteoblast transductions, when PLL was present, an MOI 

of 100 resulted in 89.2% GFP+ cells versus a yield of 48.5% GFP+ cells when PLL was 

not (Figure 3.2 A). In addition to an increase in the percentage of GFP+ cells, the median 

fluorescence intensity is notably higher in cultures in which the cells were transduced in 

the presence of PLL (Figure 3.2 B). For the BMSC transductions, PLL was more  
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Figure 3.1: Poly-L-lysine increases the number and intensity of green fluorescent cells in 

vitro. 

Primary murine osteoblasts were cultured and transduced with a GFP-encoding adenovirus at the 

indicated MOIs in the presence or absence of PLL. Cells were labeled with DiI (red) and 

fluorescence was detected by fluorescence microscopy. As negative controls, sets of cells were 

cultured with or without PLL but were not transduced with adenovirus. Data are from a 

representative experiment. Scale bar = 20 μm.  
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Figure 3.2: Poly-L-lysine dramatically enhances adenoviral transduction of osteoblasts and 

BMSCs in vitro.  

(A) Flow cytometry was performed on primary murine osteoblasts and BMSCs that had been 

transduced with a GFP-encoding adenovirus at the indicated MOIs in the presence or absence of 

PLL. The percentage of GFP+ cells is indicated for each condition. Quantitation of the % of GFP 

positive cells for osteoblasts (OBs) and BMSCs at each MOI is shown in the histogram. (B) The 

median fluorescent intensity of the GFP+ population of long bone osteoblasts (LOBs) and 

BMSCs is shown. Data are from a representative experiment.  
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effective at enhancing the number of GFP+ cells, resulting in an average fold increase in 

transduction efficiency of 5.13 compared to cells transduced in the absence of PLL (Fig. 

2A). However, the % yield of GFP+ cells only reached 47.2% at an MOI of 100 even in 

the presence of PLL.  Further, the inclusion of PLL resulted in a ~2-fold increase in 

median fluorescent intensity, but, unlike primary osteoblasts, the median fluorescence 

was not dose-dependently increased by the MOI (Figure 3.2 B), perhaps underscoring the 

relative difficulty of transducing BMSCs with adenovirus. Taken together, these results 

show that PLL markedly increases the number of transduced osteoblasts and BMSCs as 

well produces more robust GFP expression in these transduced cells than cells transduced 

without PLL. Thus, PLL permits robust transduction at much lower MOIs than are 

achieved in the absence of PLL. 

 

Poly-L-Lysine does not impact cell viability and osteoblast differentiation 

We then wanted to verify that PLL did not adversely impact cell viability. 

Additionally, we wanted to ensure that the substantial increases in adenoviral particle 

infectivity and exogenous gene expression did not affect cell viability, as proteins like 

Cre are known to cause cell toxicity [178]. We conducted a colorimetric Cell Counting 

Kit -8 (CCK-8) viability assay on osteoblasts that were transduced with Ad-Cre in the 

presence or absence of PLL at MOIs of 5 and 25.  As a negative control, PLL was added 

to cells alone without virus, which had no negative impact on cell viability (Figure 3.3A). 

We observed that PLL-enhanced transduction of Ad-Cre did not significantly reduce cell 

viability at any of the MOIs tested. Similarly, the expression of genes associated with  
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Figure 3.3: Adenoviral transduction with Poly-L-lysine does not affect cell viability or 

osteoblast differentiation. 

(A) The viability of primary osteoblasts was assessed with a colorimetric CCK-8 cell viability 

assay at the indicated MOIs in the presence or absence of PLL. Cells were transduced with GFP 

(negative control) or Cre-recombinase expressing adenovirus as indicated. Viability was assessed 

72 hours post-transduction. Pathlength corrected OD450 values are shown as mean +/- s.d. No 

statistical significance between samples was observed. (B) mRNA levels of osteoblast genes were 

determined by quantitative RT-PCR from cells transduced with Ad-GFP (MOI = 5) at the 

presence or absence of PLL and then cultured in osteogenic media for 7 days. No statistical 

significance between samples was observed.  
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osteoblast differentiation were unaffected in PLL treated samples relative to controls 

(Figure 3.3B).  

 

Poly-L-Lysine generates efficient knockdown of LoxP-flanked genes facilitated by a 

Cre-expressing adenovirus at low MOI 

We then wanted to determine the functional significances of enhancing adenoviral 

transduction efficiency with PLL. In this regard, we were curious if the addition of PLL  

could result in efficient Cre-mediated deletion of a LoxP-flanked gene using a Cre-

expressing adenovirus at these very low MOIs. For these studies we used osteoblasts 

from Gja1flox/flox mice. Gja1 is the gene name for the gap junction protein Cx43, an 

important regulator of osteoblast differentiation [179]. Further, deletion of Cx43 in 

osteoblast lineage cells has a broadly reported impact on several osteogenic genes, 

including Runx2, Osx/Osterix and Bglap/osteocalcin [102, 104]. Thus we could 

determine if inclusion of PLL in the transduction media at such LOIs could still generate 

the anticipated biological consequence. Accordingly, primary cells were transduced with 

Ad-Cre at the indicated MOIs in the absence or presence of PLL. A set of cells was also 

transduced with Ad-GFP at an MOI of 5 as a negative control and to serve as a baseline 

for comparison. 

As expected, addition of PLL dramatically enhances the Cre-mediated deletion of 

the Gja1 gene in long bone osteoblasts isolated from Gja1flox/flox mice, resulting in 

decreased Gja1 mRNA and Cx43 protein as assessed by quantitative RT-PCR and 

western blotting (Figure 3.4A,B). At an MOI of 5, we observed a 73% reduction in Gja1 

mRNA in osteoblasts transduced with PLL, whereas there was no reduction in Gja1  
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Figure 3.4: Poly-L-lysine both improves the efficiency of adenoviral-Cre mediated deletion 

of a floxed allele in primary osteoblasts and BMSCs from Gja1fl/fl mice and recapitulates the 

expected biological responses to Cx43 gene deletion at low MOI. 

Quantitative real time RT-PCR of the expression of the Gja1 allele in (a) primary mouse 

osteoblasts or (b) primary mouse BMSCs 72  h post transduction with a Cre recombinase-

encoding adenovirus (Cre) or a negative control GFP-encoding adenovirus (Ad-GFP) at the 

indicated MOIs in the presence or the absence of PLL. (c). Westerns blot of Cx43 expression in 

whole cell extracts from primary osteoblasts or BMSCs from Gja1fl/fl mice that had been 

transduced with GFP (negative control) or Cre recombinase expressing adenovirus (MOI=5, 

respectively) in the presence of PLL. (d) Quantitative real time RT-PCR of the expression of 

osteoblasts genes in BMSCs differentiated for 7 days post transduction with GFP (negative 

control) or Cre recombinase expressing adenovirus (MOI=5) in the presence of PLL. All 

histograms represents means±s.d. and *P<0.05. #, indicates P<0.05 relative to the GFP 

transduced control; ##, indicates P<0.05 relative to the GFP transduced control and the 

corresponding –PLL sample. GFP, green fluorescence protein; MOI, multiplicities of infection; 

PLL, poly-l-lysine; RT-PCR, reverse transcription–PCR. 
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mRNA in the absence of PLL at this MOI (Figure 3.4A). PLL-induced deletion of Gja1 

was not further enhanced at an MOI of 25, although we saw a 41% reduction in Gja1 

mRNA when osteoblasts were transduced with Ad-Cre only. This signifies that 

transduction of Ad-Cre and deletion of Gja1 is at least 8 times more effective when PLL 

is present. Analogous results demonstrating the enhanced Cre-mediated deletion of Cx43 

at low MOIs in the presence of PLL were obtained in BMSCs (Figure 3.4B). Consistent 

with this, western blot analysis shows that Cx43 protein expression appears to be 

completely abolished when primary osteoblasts are co-incubated with Ad-Cre and PLL at 

an MOI of 25 (Figure 3.4B). In contrast, Cx43 protein was still detectable even at an 

MOI as high as 100 when cells were transduced in the absence of PLL (Figure 3.4B). 

Using PLL resulted in efficient Cre-mediated deletion of Cx43 in both osteoblasts and 

BMSCs even at low MOI (Figure 3.4C) and decreased the expression of osteoblast genes 

that are known to be affected by Cx43 deletion (Figure 3.4D). Thus, these data show that 

PLL can be used to improve transduction of Ad-Cre in primary osteoblasts and BMSCs 

and result in efficient deletion of floxed genes even at low MOIs. Further, in the presence 

of PLL, low MOI transduction of Gja1flox/flox BMSCs with Ad-Cre generated the expected 

downregulation of osteoblast gene expression, consistent with effective gene deletion. 

 

Bone cells in situ can be successfully transduced with poly-L-lysine 

Finally, we were interested in determining whether treating whole bone samples 

from mice with adenoviral transduction medium containing PLL could enhance 

adenoviral transduction of osteogenic cells in situ. Adenoviral transduction has great 

potential in vivo and ex vivo. Although advances in vector design are continually being 
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made to assist in these applications [180], we were curious whether the addition of PLL 

to the adenoviral transduction medium is potent enough to treat whole bone samples ex 

vivo and infect cells in situ. To test this, femurs, tibias and calvaria from Gja1flox/flox mice 

were flushed and cleaned before transduction with Ad-GFP either in the presence or 

absence of PLL. As we could not ascertain the number of cells within each sample of 

bone, we utilized an arbitrarily determined titer of 2x107 pfu/mL. Examination of intact 

tibia or calvaria cultured ex vivo (Figure 3.5A) or dissected long bone fragments in 

culture (Figure 3.5B) via fluorescent microscopy revealed that whole bones transduced 

with PLL displayed a greater number of GFP-fluorescing cells than samples transduced 

without PLL. To assess the functional implications of this, we also examined whole cell 

extracts from Gja1flox/flox long bone and calvaria samples that were transduced with Ad-

Cre in the presence of PLL in order to determine if PLL could facilitate efficient down 

regulation of Cx43 protein in situ. We observed a reduction in Cx43 protein expression in 

long bones and calvaria that were co-transduced with Ad-Cre and PLL (Figure 3.5C), 

with calvaria showing a slightly greater reduction in Cx43 protein as predicted by the 

microscopy. As we observed in primary cell culture, mediated deletion of Cx43 in 

calvarial explants at these low MOIs reduced Osterix protein expression and the mRNA 

levels of Runx2 and Bglap/osteocalcin genes, consistent with the expected biologic 

response of Cx43 deletion (Figure 3.5C). These data indicate that PLL can be used to 

enhance the direct transduction of bone cells in situ and even at these low MOIs we 

achieve the expected biologic response.  
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Figure 3.5: Poly-L-lysine can be used to drastically enhance transduction of osteogenic cells 

in situ. 

(A) Fluorescent images of intact tibias and calvaria transduced with Ad-GFP in the absence (left 

side) or presence (right side) of PLL. Scale bar equals 100 µm. A higher magnification view 

(circles) is also displayed. Scale bar equals 20 µm. (B) Smaller long bone fragments transduced 

with Ad-GFP in the absence (left) or presence (right) of PLL imaged. Scale bar equals 20 µm. (C) 

Western blot probing for Cx43, Osterix (calvaria only) and GAPDH using tissue homogenates 

obtained from long bone pieces and calvaria transduced with Ad-GFP and Ad-Cre in the presence 

of PLL only. Quantitative real time RT-PCR of the mRNA levels of Runx2 and Bglap/osteocalcin 

from the adenoviral transudced calvaria shown in 5A. 
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3.5 Discussion 

Optimizing adenoviral transduction in bone would be beneficial for in vitro, in 

vivo and ex vivo applications requiring exogenous gene expression. Adenoviruses are 

particularly appealing gene delivery vectors because they can be engineered to be 

replication incompetent, have a low risk of random integration into the host genome, and, 

although transient, can offer prolonged expression of the exogenous material, up to 90 

days in some instances [181]. However, some cell types are harder to infect with 

adenovirus than others, which presents a major limitation. Primary osteoblasts and 

BMSCs are particularly difficult to transduce, in part due to low levels of Coxsackievirus 

and Adenovirus Receptor (CAR) expression in mesenchymal-derived cells [182]. Studies 

utilizing adenoviral vectors to infect osteogenic cells therefore employ transduction 

protocols that are highly inefficient and require extremely high viral titers in order to 

achieve a high enough percentage of infected cells. The range of MOIs typically hovers 

around 100-200 pfu/cell, although studies have reported MOIs as high as 800 pfu/cell 

[183]. Some conventional transduction protocols circumvent this limitation by co-

administering viral particles with proprietary polycationic-containing reagents, although 

the cost of these reagents may be prohibitive for frequent transduction experiments with a 

high number of wells. 

Here, we implement fluorescent microscopy, FACS analysis, and Cre-mediated 

Gja1-floxed knockdown approaches and show that PLL can be used to effectively 

improve adenoviral transduction of murine primary osteoblast and BMSCs with no loss 

in cell viability and no overt impact on osteoblast differentiation.  In both cell types, we 

observed that PLL increased both the percentage of cells transduced and increased the 
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efficiency of the transduction per cell, as shown by increased median fluorescence per 

cell in Ad-GFP transduced cells and our immunofluorescence data. We also show that 

despite, the use of low MOIs in the PLL treated samples, we observe efficient Cre-

mediated gene deletion of Cx43 resulting in the expected biological response (i.e., the 

downregulation of several osteoblast genes). Our data support the notion that, not only 

can PLL enhance the adenoviral transduction in these cells permitting the use of low 

MOIs, but these low MOI transductions remain efficacious in generating the expected 

biological response. 

We observed these effects at a PLL concentration of 0.5 ug/mL, based on a 

preliminary dose response curve (data not shown). Our dose is consistent with a prior 

study by Orlicky and Schaack demonstrating that in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes, transduction 

efficiency peaks at 0.5 – 1.0 ug/mL PLL but starts to decrease at higher concentrations. In 

contrast to the long incubation times needed to transduce 3T3-L1 [175], we observed 

efficient transduction at low MOIs with much shorter incubation times with both PLL 

and viral particles, further underscoring the practical utility of this method for enhancing 

adenoviral transduction in these cells. This method is broadly applicable to osteogenic 

cells, as we have used it to routinely adenoviral transduce calvarial osteoblasts in addition 

to the cells presented here. We do not include this data as we have not quantitatively 

evaluated +PLL versus –PLL conditions in these cells, however our effective MOIs are 

much lower than they were prior to using PLL. 

Other studies have examined the efficacy of polycations in enhancing adenoviral 

transduction. While polycationic compounds such as protamine, DEAE-dextran, 

polybrene, poly-L-lysine, GL-67 and polyethylene glycol have been reported to improve 
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adenoviral transduction efficiency in a variety of cell types[169-171, 173], the bone field 

does not routinely utilize these types of reagents to enhance their adenoviral transduction 

experiments. One of the few studies looking the effects of polylysine-enhanced 

adenoviral transduction in BMSCs did so by covalently attaching a series of lysine 

residues to the capsid fiber of the adenovirus vector [182]. Our method is more 

straightforward and thus more accessible. While we do not attempt to directly compare 

the efficacy of PLL to other polycationic reagents in osteogenic cells, the utility of our 

findings is that PLL provides an easy, cost-effective option to rapidly improve adenoviral 

transduction of osteogenic cells without having to manipulate the adenoviral structure. A 

quick cost analysis per well shows that PLL holds up very well in comparison to other 

reagents (Table 3.1), thus potentially reducing costs that would normally be incurred by 

using higher titers of virus in the absence of polycations. Furthermore, though polybrene 

is cheaper, it has been reported to augment osteogenic differentiation induced by an 

adenovirus expressing BMP9 in mesenchymal cells [184] and adversely affect 

mesenchymal cell proliferation during lentiviral transduction [185]. We have not 

observed any impact of PLL on the ability of osteoblasts and BMSCs to mineralize in 

vitro, nor does it differentially alter osteogenic gene expression, suggesting that PLL is 

least comparable if not superior to polybrene in its efficacy in these cell types. 

We also found that PLL could be implemented to augment the direct transduction 

of bone specimens and enhance gene delivery to cells in situ. Confocal microscopic 

images of these bone chips also display the sizeable number of green fluorescing cells 

resulting from PLL-mediated transduction (Figure 3.6), suggesting that both high 

resolution studies of protein localization and live imaging of reporter proteins within live  
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Method Amt; Price Working 

Conc 

Final 

Conc 

Price/well 

Poly-L-Lysine 5mg;  $56.10 0.5 mg/mL 0.5 

ug/mL 

$0.0028 

Polybrene 10g; $64.30 10 mg/mL 10 

ug/mL 

$0.00032 

Commercially-available 

proprietary  adneoviral 

transduction enhancing 

product* 

500ul (~110 txndns); 

$695.00 

NA 0.45% 

v/v 

$6.95 

 

Table 3.1 Comparison of the cost/well of some currently available sompounds to timprove 

transduction efficiency.  

*Protocol designed for 6-well plate volumes; scaled to 12-well volumes 
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Figure 3.6: Cells within the bone chips are transducible by poly-L-lysine-coated Ad-GFP 

particles. 

Confocal microscopy imaging of calvarial bone chips transduced with AD-GFP (A, top). Bone 

chips were imaged live in buffer using a Zeiss LSM510Duo confocal system (Plan-Apochromat 

10X/0.45 NA lens; 488 laser with a 505-550 BP filter set; 1 Airy Unit pinhole). Images were line 

averaged (4x) and taken as Z-stacks, with Z-planes every 2µm, for a total depth of 82µm as 

shown in color-coded depth projection image (B, bottom). Resulting stacks were rendered in 3D 

projections using LSM software and ImageJ. Dotted line = edge of bone chip. 
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bone chips can be achieved with this method. Importantly, we demonstrate functional 

efficacy of this in situ transduction method, as we observed downregulation of Cx43 

protein expression, as well as the concomitant reduction of osteoblast markers known to 

be affected by loss of Cx43 [102, 104], when bones from Gja1-floxed mice were directly 

transduced with Ad-Cre ex vivo. Although promising, these findings suggest that only 

cells near the surface of the bone fragments are transduced (Figure 3.6B). Nevertheless, 

the possibility of conducting gene delivery experiments in situ while keeping the  

structure of the bone relatively intact seems to be attainable with PLL and also opens up 

the potential of other applications involving in situ transduction.  

In conclusion, we show for the first time that PLL can be used to safely and 

effectively improve adenoviral transduction of murine primary osteoblast and BMSCs. 

We demonstrate that the addition of a small volume of PLL to a final concentration of 0.5 

µg/mL in cell culture medium can result in a 2-fold and 5-fold increase in transduction 

efficiency of primary osteoblasts and BMSCs respectively with GFP-expressing 

adenovirus. We also evaluated the efficacy of PLL in Cre-mediated knockdown strategies 

and discovered that transducing primary cells from Gja1-floxed mice with Ad-Cre using 

the same concentration of PLL is at least 5 times more effective at knocking down Gja1 

mRNA and Cx43 protein than just viral media without PLL. Thus, we envision that the 

greater impact of the effectiveness of PLL-enhanced adenoviral transduction efficiency is 

that it provides investigators with a rapid and cost-effective option to alter gene 

expression in primary osteoblasts or BMSCs without necessitating the need to develop 

specialized vectors.  
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Chapter 4: Connexin43 and Runx2 interact to affect cortical bone geometry, skeletal 

development, and osteoblast and osteoclast function1 

 

4.1 Abstract 

The coupling of osteoblasts and osteocytes by Connexin 43 (Cx43) gap junctions 

permits the sharing of second messengers that coordinate bone cell function and cortical 

bone acquisition. However, details of how Cx43 converts shared second messengers into 

signals that converge onto essential osteogenic processes are incomplete. Here, we use in 

vitro and in vivo methods to show that Cx43 and Runx2 functionally interact to regulate 

osteoblast gene expression and proliferation, ultimately affecting cortical bone properties. 

Using compound hemizygous mice for the Gja1 (Cx43) and Runx2 genes, we observed a 

skeletal phenotype not visible in wild-type or singly hemizygous animals. Cortical bone 

analysis by microCT revealed that 8-week-old male, compound Gja1+/- Runx2+/- mice 

have a marked increase in cross-sectional area, endosteal and periosteal bone perimeter, 

and an increase in porosity compared to controls. These compound Gja1+/- Runx2+/- 

mice closely approximate the cortical bone phenotypes seen in osteoblast-specific Gja1- 

conditional knockout models. Furthermore, microCT analysis of skulls revealed an 

altered interparietal bone geometry in compound hemizygotes. Consistent with this 

finding, Alizarin red/ Alcian blue staining of 2 day-old Gja1+/- Runx2+/- neonates 

showed a hypomorphic interparietal bone, an exacerbation of the open fontanelles, and a 

                                                
1 Buo AM, Tomlinson RE, Eidelman ER, Chason M, Stains JP (2017) Connexin43 and 

Runx2 Interact to Affect Cortical Bone Geometry, Skeletal Development, and Osteoblast 

and Osteoclast Function. JBMR [Epub ahead of print] 
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further reduction in the hypoplastic clavicles compared to Runx2+/- neonates. Gene 

expression of osteocalcin, osterix, periostin, and Hsp47, are markedly reduced in tibial 

RNA extracts from compound hemizygous mice. Osteoblasts from these compound 

hemizygous mice displayed an increase in proliferative capacity. Further, the reduced 

osteocalcin expression and hyperproliferative nature of osteoblasts from Cx43 deficient 

mice was rescued by the overexpression of Runx2. In summary, these findings provide 

evidence that Cx43 and Runx2 functionally intersect in vivo to regulate cortical bone 

properties and the convergence of Cx43 and Runx2 contributes to aspects of the skeletal 

phenotype of Cx43 conditional knockout mice.  

 

4.2 Introduction  

Gap junctions are specialized transmembrane channels that permit cell-to-cell 

communication via the bi-directional exchange of small molecules, ions, and second 

messengers between the cytosols of adjacent cells. This sharing of signals is of particular 

importance in bone wherein the action of osteoblasts, osteocytes, and osteoclasts must be 

tightly coordinated in order to ensure normal bone development and homeostasis [109]. 

Indeed, the formation of new bone requires the synchronized action of hundreds of gap 

junction-coupled osteoblasts working together to facilitate the deposition and 

mineralization of an organized collagen-rich matrix. Likewise, osteocytes embedded in 

bone relay hormonal-, growth factor-, and mechanical load-derived signals that regulate 

both osteoblast and osteoclast activation to the cells at the surface of bone via gap 

junction-dependent mechanisms [186]. This resulting syncytium of interconnected cells 
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ultimately serves to coordinate the rapid communication of structural and functional 

changes that enable bone tissue to adapt in response to environmental (contextual) cues. 

Connexin43 (Cx43) is the predominantly expressed connexin protein in bone, and 

osteoblasts and osteocytes are all extensively coupled by gap junctions composed of 

Cx43 monomers [187]. Cx43 acts through both direct gap junctional communication and 

by unopposed Cx43 hemichannels to regulate osteoblast differentiation, bone mass 

accrual, and bone remodeling [188, 189]. Mutations in the Cx43 gene GJA1 have been 

linked to the clinical hereditary disorders oculodentodigital dysplasia (ODDD) and 

craniometaphyseal dysplasia, both of which manifest with distinct skeletal abnormalities 

[98, 100]. Germline or osteoblast-lineage specific conditional deletion of Cx43 results in 

osteopenia, alterations in cortical bone geometry, poor bone quality and an attendant 

osteoblast differentiation defect (reviewed in Stains et al [109] and Buo et al [179]).  

Numerous studies have also detailed the involvement of Cx43-comprised gap junctions 

and hemichannels in various bone physiologic processes, including mechanotransduction 

[144, 145, 190], sensitivity of bone to hormonal and growth factor cues [102, 191], 

osteocytes viability [112, 192], and control of the balance of bone resorption and bone 

formation [104, 112]. While the impact of Cx43 on bone is well documented, the 

molecular details underlying how Cx43 is able to regulate these diverse skeletal processes 

are largely lacking. Questions remain regarding the downstream factors that are regulated 

by Cx43 to induce gene expression changes that ultimately impact bone quality.  

Several studies have shown that Cx43 deletion in cells of the osteoblast lineage 

affects Runx2 target genes, including bone sialoprotein, osteopontin, osteocalcin and 

Osterix ([102, 104, 116, 117, 193]. Accordingly, our lab has examined the role of Runx2 
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as a downstream target of Cx43 signaling. Runx2 is the master transcriptional regulator 

of osteogenesis and is required for osteoblast differentiation and the development of 

mineralized bone [194]. Work from others has shown that the induction of Runx2 

phosphorylation and transactivation caused by fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) 

treatment is mediated by ERK and PKCδ signaling [59, 127, 128]. Following up on this 

work, we have shown have shown that Cx43 expression also enhances Runx2 

transcriptional activity in MC3T3 cells via ERK and PKCδ, and that treating Cx43-

overexpressing cells with FGF-2 synergistically enhanced Runx2 transcriptional activity 

[124, 132, 191]. Further, we determined that these effects required gap junctional channel 

function as well as an intact Cx43 C-terminal domain, by which signaling via ERK and 

PKCδ is efficiently activated by the communication of second messengers [125, 130]. 

From these in vitro findings, we concluded that Cx43 modulates Runx2 activity, 

impacting osteoblast differentiation by sharing signals that amplify the activation of 

effector molecules like ERK and PKCδ. While these findings strongly suggest that a 

portion of Cx43’s effect on bone is attributable to the coordinated and amplified 

induction of Runx2 activity among osteoblast lineage cells, evidence of a Cx43-Runx2 

intersection of function is lacking in vivo. Confirmation of this intersection of function 

between Cx43 and Runx2 in vivo would provide convincing evidence for the role of 

Runx2 as a downstream target and mediator of the Cx43-dependent effects on bone.  

In this study, we investigate whether Cx43-dependent effects on bone quality 

converge on the activity of Runx2 in vivo by generating mice that are compound 

hemizygous for the Cx43 gene, Gja1, and Runx2 and assessing the severity of the skeletal 

phenotype of these animals in comparison to their wildtype and singly hemizygous 
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controls. We demonstrate that these compound animals have phenotypic features that are 

not seen in the single hemizygous controls and that overlap those seen in osteoblast-

specific Cx43 conditional knockout models. We provide underlying histological and gene 

expression data. Furthermore, we provide for a cell autonomous defect in proliferation in 

these animals that potentially underscores the importance of the functional intersection of 

Cx43-Runx2 in vivo. 

 

4.3. Materials and Methods 

Animals 

All animal studies and procedures were performed with approval by the Animal 

Care and Use Committee at the University of Maryland School of Medicine. The 

Gja1flox/flox (Gja1-floxed) mice (C57BL/6J background) were from the Jackson Labs, 

and a breeding colony maintained at the University of Maryland School of Medicine. The 

Gja1+/- mice and the Runx2+/- mice were generously provided by Roberto Civitelli 

(Washington University, St Louis) and Jane Lian (University of Vermont), respectively, 

and described previously [101, 195]. The compound Gja1+/- Runx2+/- mice were 

generated by mating Gja1+/- animals with and Runx2+/- animals to produce dually 

hemizygous offspring as well as their wild-type and singly hemizygous littermates (WT, 

Gja1+/- and Runx2+/-). For genotyping, pups were tailsnipped at < 3 weeks of age, and 

genomic DNA was extracted using the Extracta DNA Prep kit (Quanta). Genotyping 

PCR was subsequently performed using the Accustart II Mouse Genotyping kit (Quanta), 

using specific primers and previously described methods to determine Gja1 [196] and 
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Runx2 zygosity [195]. All four of the expected genotypes appeared at expected 

Mendelian ratios. Mice were group housed in micro-isolator cages, and food (standard 

rodent chow) and water were available ad libitum.  

 

Cell cultures 

The human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT)-immortalized wildtype 

mouse calvaria osteoblast cell line (MOB) and the Cx43-null variant (43KO-MOB) were 

provided by Mia Thi [197]. Primary bone marrow stromal cells  (BMSCs) were isolated 

from mouse hind-limb long bones using methods previously described [176, 177, 193]. 

Primary calvaria osteoblasts were isolated by dissecting out the calvaria from euthanized 

neonates (2-3 days old), removing the sutures and by digesting with 1 mg/mL collagenase 

A in serum-free Minimal Essential Medium Eagle, Alpha modification (-MEM) for 30-

minute intervals. The first fraction was discarded. Fractions 2 & 3 were pooled together 

and were used for the experiments in the study. Cells were cultured in -MEM 

containing 10% FBS (Gemini), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Corning), and 50 M 

gentamicin (Gibco). Primary bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) were cultured in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), 10% FBS, 1% pen/strep, 50 M 

gentamicin, supplemented with 50 M ascorbic acid 2-phosphate. To induce 

mineralization, cells were treated with -MEM culture medium supplemented with 50 

M ascorbic acid 2-phosphate and 7.5 mM glycerol 2-phosphate as described [198] .  
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Protein Extraction and Western Blotting 

Cells were lysed using a modified RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 150 mM 

NaCl, 1.0% NP-40, 0.5% Sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 10mM Na4P2O7, 10 mM -

glycerolphosphate, 10mM NaF, 10mM EDTA, 1mM EGTA) with 1X HALT 

phosphatase/protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo) added to the RIPA buffer prior to lysis 

as described [199]. The following antibodies were used: Sigma, anti-Cx43 (C6219); Cell 

Signaling Technology, total ERK (9102L), phospho-ERK (9101L), total PKC (2058S), 

phospho-PKC Thr505 (9374S), PCNA (2586S), anti-Rabbit HRP (7074S), anti mouse 

HRP (7076S); Millipore, GAPDH (MAB374) and anti-Osterix (AB3743). Representative 

blots are shown and were repeated a minimum of two times. 

 

Specimen acquisition and X-ray 

Offspring from the Gja1+/- x Runx2+/- crosses were euthanized at 8 weeks of age. 

Body weight and length (nose to tail) of littermates were recorded. Gross skeletal 

morphology was assessed using a Faxitron digital x-ray system to obtain lateral and AP 

radiographs (35 kV, 10 sec), as described [198]. Femurs and skulls were dissected from 

male and female offspring, fixed in 4% PBS-buffered paraformaldehyde (PFA) for five 

days, and transferred to 70% ethanol. Tibiae (epiphyses removed and flushed of marrow) 

were dissected from each animal and stored at -80oC in Tripure reagent for RNA isolation 

or in RIPA buffer for protein.  
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Microcomputed Tomography (microCT) 

Three-dimensional microCT analysis was performed on fixed femurs and skulls 

from each of the four genotypes using a Bruker SkyScan 1172 system as described [198]. 

Femurs were scanned at high resolution (2000 x 1666 pixels) with a voxel size of 10 μm 

and at 60 kV and 167 μA (0.5 mm Al filter). Microstructural properties of femoral 

cortical and trabecular bone were assessed at the distal metaphysis for trabecular 

parameters and the mid-diaphysis for cortical parameters, following the nomenclature 

guidelines outlined by Bouxsein and colleagues [200]. Trabecular bone was delineated 

via manual tracing and interpolation of trabeculae in a region of interest 0.2 mm to 2.0 

mm proximal to the distal femoral growth plate, as described [198]. For cortical bone 

parameters, analysis was performed at a volume of interest beginning at the mid-

diaphysis of the femur and extending 0.6 mm distally. Skulls were scanned at low 

resolution (1000 x 666 pixels), with a fixed voxel size of 20 μm at 90 kV and 112 μA. 

Reconstructed skulls were subjected to volumetric 3D modeling using CTVol software 

(Bruker).  

 

Bone Histomorphometry and Histology 

For static histomorphometric analysis, fixed femurs were decalcified in 14% 

EDTA (pH 8.0), embedded in paraffin, and cut in 5-m serial longitudinal sections. 

Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP)  staining was performed using an Acid 

Phosphatase, Leukocyte TRAP kit (Sigma-Aldrich) as done previously [198]. Slides were 

imaged using a microscope (Eclipse 50i; Nikon) outfitted with a 20x objective, a camera 

(DS-Fi2, Nikon) and imaging software (NIS Elements; Nikon). Images were analyzed 
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with Bioquant Osteo 2016 histology software in order to quantify osteoblasts and 

osteoclasts in both the endocortical and trabecular compartments, as indicated, using 

methods described previously [198]. Collagen fiber orientation was assessed by fixing 

paraffin sections in 4% PFA, staining with a 0.1% (w/v) picrosirius red solution, and 

destaining with 0.5% (w/v) acetic acid solution. Sections were visualized and imaged 

using a polarizing light microscopy filter. Quantification of fiber thickness and 

orientation was completed using a hue range method [201]. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

In order to assess expression of Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA) in 

vivo, decalicified, paraffin-embedded femur sections were subjected to 

immunohistochemical analysis, as previously described [202]. Briefly, slides were 

deparrafinized in xylenes, rehydrated in sequential alcohol baths, and incubated in 10 

mM sodium citrate buffer for 10 minutes at 37OC and 30 minutes at room temperature to 

unmask antigens. Sections were blocked with SuperBlock (Thermo Scientific) for 1 hour 

and incubated overnight at 4OC in rabbit anti-PCNA antibody (1:1000) in SignalStain Ab 

Diluent (Cell Signaling Technology). The following day, slides were incubated with 

biotinylated secondary antibody and the Vectastain ABC reagent (Vector Laboratories) 

according to manufacturers instructions. Slides were stained with Vector NovaRED 

substrate (Vector Laboratories) and counterstained with Fast Green (Electron Microscopy 

Sciences). Slides were rapidly dehydrated through alcohols and xylenes prior to mounting 

with Permount and coverslips. 
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Whole-mount skeletal preparations 

Newborn pups (2 days of age) were subjected to whole-mount staining with 

Alcian blue/Alizarin red following a procedure outlined by Wallin et al.[203] with minor 

modifications. Specimens were stored in 80% glycerol and imaged using a high-

resolution flat-bed scanner. The length of the mineralized clavicle was measured using a 

calibrated image in ImageJ. To quantify the fontanelle area, the area of the fontanelle was 

traced using the freeform selection tool in ImageJ and the area of the selection was 

automatically computed based on the calibration.  

 

Adenoviral constructs and amplification 

The eGFP adenovirus (Ad-GFP) and the GFP-tagged Cre recombinase adenovirus 

(Ad-Cre), were both purchased from Vector Biolabs at a viral titer of 1x1010 plaque-

forming units/ml (PFU/ml). The Runx2-expressing adenovirus (Ad-Runx2) was created 

using the Gateway Cloning Technology system (Invitrogen). The adenoviral construct 

was made by amplifying the murine Runx2 gene (MASN- variant) with PCR primers that 

included attP recombinase sites, and then cloning the resulting PCR product into the 

donor vector pDONR/Zeo (Invitrogen). Upon verification of the presence of Runx2 by 

sequencing, the Runx2 insert was then swapped from the donor plasmid into the 

adenoviral vector pAd/CMV/V5-DEST to create the destination clone pAd-Runx2. 

Expression and activity of the Runx2 expression construct was validated before use 

(Supplemental Fig S1). To generate the virus, 1 μg/μL of Pac I-digested pAd-Runx2 was 

submitted to the University of Maryland Recombinant Virus Core for transfection into a 

producer cell line and subsequent amplification. Viruses were amplified by infecting 
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293a packaging cells and titered via agarose plaque assays as described [193]. Both Ad-

GFP and Ad-Cre had a viral titer of 1.1x109 pfu/mL. Ad-Runx2 had a viral titer of 

1.1x1012 pfu/mL. 

 

Adenoviral Transduction 

Adenoviral transduction experiments were performed on primary calvarial 

osteoblasts or BMSC cultures isolated from Gja1-floxed animals using a slightly 

modified procedure reported previously [193]. Briefly, prior to the addition of virus, a 0.5 

mg/mL concentration of cell culture-grade poly-L-lysine (Sigma) was added to the 

serum-free MEMα at a 1:1000 dilution (0.5 µg/mL final concentration) in order to 

improve transduction efficiency [193] . Amplified virus was then added to individual 

tubes using a volume required to obtain an MOI of 60 for AD-GFP and AD-Cre, and an 

MOI of 600 for AD-Runx2.  

For Runx2 rescue experiments, four p100 dishes containing sub-confluent 

calvarial osteoblasts were prepared, with 2 dishes being transduced with AD-GFP and the 

other 2 being transduced with AD-Cre to delete Cx43. The next day, transduction 

efficiency for Cx43 deletion was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy for green 

fluorescence of the Cre adenoviral construct, and each pair of AD-GFP- and AD-Cre-

treated dishes was subsequently transduced with AD-GFP or AD-Runx2 to create 4 

expression groups of cells (GFP/GFP, Cre/GFP, GFP/Runx2, and Cre/Runx2).  The day 

after, cells were detached with Accutase, counted and seeded appropriately into multi-

well plates for subsequent experiments.  
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Quantitative PCR 

Total RNA was isolated from transduced tibia (flushed of marrow) using Tripure 

reagent (Roche), as described [198]. Reverse transcription-quantitative PCR was carried 

out as described [199]. The data are simultaneously normalized to the expression of 

Gapdh, Rpl13, and Hprt using geNorm v3.5 software (Ghent University Hospital Ghent, 

Belgium), as described [132]. The primer sets for Gapdh, Rpl13, Hprt, Gja1/Cx43, 

Runx2, Sp7/Osterix Bglap/osteocalcin, Ibsp/bone sialoprotein, Alpl/alkaline phosphatase, 

Postn/periostin, and Serpinh1/heat shock protein 47 are all described previously [125, 

132]. Experiments were performed in triplicate wells and repeated at least three times. 

 

Cell Proliferation 

Cell proliferation was assessed with the Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) 

colorimetric assay and used according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Dojindo, 

Rockville, MD, USA). Experiments were performed in triplicate wells and repeated at 

least three times. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Data are presented as mean  SD, unless indicated otherwise. For comparisons 

between the four different genotypic groups, a two-way ANOVA was performed to 

assess data for statistical significance followed by a Fisher’s LSD post-hoc test using 

GraphPad Prism (v6). A T-tests was performed to compare two groups. To validate 

whether the outcomes are indicative of an interaction between Cx43 and Runx2, we 

indicate the statistically significant interaction of the variables (‡, p-value < 0.05 unless 
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indicated otherwise) as determined by the two-way ANOVA. For histology and microCT 

analysis the reviewer was blinded to the genotype of the mice. 

 

4.4 Results 

Cx43 modulates signaling pathways converging on Runx2 in osteogenic cells  

 Given our prior work in MC3T3 cells, which implicated PKCδ and ERK in the 

modulation of Runx2 activity downstream of Cx43 [124, 191], we confirmed the 

importance of Cx43 as a regulator of signaling in osteoblasts. Accordingly, we used the 

Cx43-deficient hTERT-immortalized primary mouse osteoblast model generated by Mia 

Thi and colleagues[197] to compare signaling cascades between wild type (MOB) and 

Cx43-deficient (43KO-MOB) cells. Western blotting of whole-cell extracts showed that 

the 43KO-MOB cells have reduced phosphorylation of ERK and PKCδ in comparison to 

the wild type MOB cells (Fig. 1A). These findings are consistent with our published gain 

and loss of function data for Cx43 that ERK and PKCδ activity are affected by Cx43 

status [124, 125, 132, 191]. Next, we examined the protein levels of Osterix (Osx), a 

transcription factor obligated for osteoblast differentiation and whose expression is 

downstream of Runx2 [55]. As predicted by published studies showing decreased 

Sp7/Osx mRNA following loss of Cx43 [104, 193, 197], Osx protein was reduced in 

43KO-MOB cells (Figure 4.1A).  These results were confirmed in primary BMSCs 

isolated from Gja1-floxed mice and transduced them with either AD-GFP or AD-Cre, to 

generate a population of Cx43-expressing cells and a population Cx43-deficient cells. In 

these cells, deletion of Cx43 also reduced phosphorylation of ERK and PKCδ and 

reduced Osterix protein levels (Figure 4.1A). Consistent with our work in MC3T3 cells 
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[124, 191], loss of Cx43 in 43KO-MOB cells also resulted in a blunted induction of ERK 

and PKCδ phosphorylation following FGF2 treatment, indicating a reduced sensitivity to 

growth factor signaling (Figure 4.1B).  

Next, the effects of Cx43 deletion on the expression of osteocalcin, a downstream 

target of both Cx43 and Runx2 [104, 204-206] was examined in primary osteoblasts 

isolated from Gja1-floxed mice. Consistent with published work, transduction of these 

cells with Cre recombinase-expressing adenovirus resulted in a more than two-fold 

reduction of osteocalcin gene expression (Figure 4.1C). To verify that this effect was due 

to the Cx43-dependent regulation of Runx2, we ablated Cx43 in primary Gja1-floxed 

osteoblasts and subsequently transduced the cells with a Runx2-expressing adenovirus 

(Ad-Runx2) or a GFP-expressing control (Ad-GFP) to determine if overexpression of 

Runx2 could rescue osteocalcin gene expression in these cells. We observed a Cx43-

dependent downregulation of osteocalcin in Cre-treated control cells, an effect that could 

be fully rescued when Runx2 was overexpressed (Figure 4.1D). In a separate experiment, 

we verified the functionality of our Ad-Runx2 construct by performing a luciferase assay 

using the sequence cloned into the adenoviral vector and then checking for exogenous 

Runx2 expression in transduced Hela cells (Figure 4.2A, B). In total, these data confirm 

that Cx43 influences signaling pathways in osteoblasts that affect Runx2 activity.  
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Figure 4.1: Overexpression of Runx2 in Cx43-null primary osteogenic cells, which exhibit 

attenuated signaling, is able to restore osteocalcin gene expression. 

(A) Western blots probing for phospho-ERK, phospho-PKCδ and Osterix on protein extracts 

from hTert-immortalized primary mouse osteoblasts (Cx43MOB or 43KO-MOB) and Gja1-

floxed primary bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) treated with AD-GFP or AD-Cre. Cx43 was 

probed to verify status of Cx43 expression. Densitometric quantitation of the western blots is 

shown. (B) Western blots on nuclear extracts from Cx43MOB and 43KO-MOB cells treated with 

Fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) for either 0 (no FGF2), 5, or 30 minutes, showing the Cx43-

dependent effects on FGF2-induced ERK and PKCδ phosphorylation. (C) RT-qPCR from RNA 

isolated from Gja1-floxed primary osteoblasts treated with AD-GFP or AD-Cre showing Cx43 

deletion reduces osteocalcin gene expression. (D) RT-qPCR showing adenoviral overexpression 

of Runx2 (AD-Runx2) in these Cx43-deleted cells rescues osteocalcin gene expression. * = 

p<0.05, ** = p<0.01. 
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Figure 4.2: Runx2 construct is transcriptionally active. 

(A) Luciferase assay from a Runx2-sensitive p6xOSE2 luciferase reporter plasmid. MC3T3 cells 

were co-transfected with the reporter plasmid and either empty vector (E.V., pcDNA) or a 

Runx2-overexpression plasmid containing the sequence for the MASN type-2 isoform. This same 

sequence was successfully cloned into the pAD/CMV/V5-Dest adenoviral vector. (B) Western 

blot for the V5 tag at the approximate size for Runx2 in Hela cells. 
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Cortical and trabecular bone phenotypes are manifested in the long bones of male 

mice with compound Gja1 and Runx2 hemizygosity 

 To determine if the functional intersection of Cx43 and Runx2 activity in vitro 

also extends in vivo to affect bone, we implemented a breeding strategy that involved 

crossing Gja1+/- mice with Runx2+/- mice in order to produce offspring that are 

hemizygous for both Gja1 and Runx2. Similar approaches have been used to detect 

interactions of genes controlling bone remodeling [207, 208]. These compound Gja1+/- 

Runx2+/- animals (referred to as Cmpd) are viable and thus provide a way to assess the 

effects of Cx43 and Runx2 deficiency on bone while avoiding the perinatal lethality 

caused by homozygous null mutations of either gene individually [101, 194]. If Cx43 and 

Runx2 do functionally intersect, then we hypothesized that there would be a unique (or 

more than additive) skeletal phenotype in the skeletal properties of the Cmpd animals not 

seen in singly hemizygous (Gja1+/- or Runx2+/-) or wild type (WT) littermate controls. 

Unlike the homozygous null mutations of Gja1 and Runx2, both Gja1+/- and Runx2+/- 

mice are viable and fertile, and several aspects of their skeletal phenotype have been 

characterized. Briefly, Gja1+/- animals do not display any overt skeletal phenotype in 

comparison to wildtype animals [209], whereas Runx2+/- animals present with a 

cleidocranial dysplasia-like phenotype of the skulls and hypoplastic clavicles[35, 37]. 

At 8 weeks of age, the Cmpd mice were overtly indistinguishable from their 

littermate WT, Gja1+/- and Runx2+/- mice (Figure 4.3). No significant differences in 

body weight or body length were observed between the four genotypes, and gross skeletal 

morphology, with the exceptions noted in the skull and clavicle as expanded upon below,  
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Figure 4.3: Male mice at 8 weeks of age show no differences in body measurements or gross 

skeletal morphology. 

(A) Length of 8-week male mice measured from tip of nose to end of tail. (B) Body weight of 8-

week male mice. (C) Images from whole-body X-ray scans. 
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appeared radiographically similar between groups (Figure 4.3). Conversely, microCT 

analysis of femurs from 8-week-old males revealed several differences in bone 

microarchitecture unique to the Cmpd animals (Figure 4.4A,B). When examining cross-

sectional reconstructions at the mid-diaphyseal region, Cmpd animals possessed 

statistically significant increases in total cross-sectional tissue area, marrow area, and 

cortical porosity in comparison to each of the other genotypes. (Figure 4.4C). These 

geometric changes also accounted for a marked increase in the calculated mean polar 

moment of inertia (pMMI) in Cmpd mice (Figure 4.4C). These changes showed a 

statistically significant interaction effect for hemizygosity of the two alleles supporting a 

functional interaction between Gja1 and Runx2 in the cortical bone phenotype. This 

phenotype is strikingly similar to the characteristic changes in cortical bone geometry 

previously reported in osteoblast and/or osteocyte-specific Cx43 conditional knockout 

models [102, 104, 192, 210].  

Trabecular bone analysis revealed that there were no significant additive changes 

in trabecular parameters that were attributable to interaction of the two hemizygous 

alleles in the Cmpd mice (Figure 4.4D). Rather, changes in trabecular bone quality were 

dominated by Runx2 hemizygosity, which included significant decreases in trabecular 

bone volume fraction (BV/TV) and trabecular number, and a significant increase in 

trabecular separation when compared to WT and Gja1+/- specimens. Gja1 hemizygosity 

did not exacerbate the changes caused by Runx2 hemizygosity in Cmpd mice; rather Gja1 

hemizygosity surprisingly rescued the trabecular phenotype of the Runx2+/- mice back to 

control levels (Figure 4.4D). Considering that a lack of a trabecular bone phenotype has 

also been reported in most of the osteoblast-lineage-specific Cx43 conditional knockout  
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Figure 4.4. MicroCT scans of femurs from 8-week male mice show that compound        

Gja1+/-Runx2+/- hemizygosity affects both cortical and trabecular bone microstructure. 

(A) Transverse (top) and axial (bottom) cross sections of reconstructed femurs indicating 

anatomical locations for cortical and trabecular analyses. (B) 3D reconstructions showing 

trabeculae for each genotype. (C) Quantification of cortical parameters at the femoral mid-

diaphysis; T.Ar = cross-sectional tissue area, Co.Po = cortical porosity, Ma.Ar = marrow area, 

pMMI = polar moment of inertia, Cs.Th = cross sectional thickness, BV = total bone volume. (D) 

Quantification of trabecular phenotype at the distal femoral metaphysis; Tb.N = trabecular 

number, Tb.Th = trabecular thickness, BV/TV = % bone volume, Tb.Sp = trabecular separation. 

Number of mice per genotype is at least 5. Graphs depict mean ± SD. * = p<0.05 when compared 

to WT and Gja1. “‡” signifies a statistical interaction effect between Gja1 and Runx2 at p < 0.05. 
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models [102, 104], these findings are consistent with a predominant role for Cx43 in 

cortical bone but also hint at an underappreciated and complex role for Cx43 in the 

trabecular compartment. 

Unlike male mice, female mice had trends towards a statistical interaction of Gja1 

and Runx2 on the cortical phenotype for cross–sectional area and marrow area, but these 

did not reach statistical significance (Figure 4.5). Cortical porosity and pMMI were 

unaffected in Cmpd female mice. Likewise, the effects of Gja1 and Runx2 

haploinsufficiency or compound heterozygosity on trabecular bone were blunted in 

female mice relative to the male mice (Figure 4.5).  

In total, these findings demonstrate that Gja1+/- Runx2+/- compound hemizygous 

mice possess a unique cortical bone phenotype, not observed in the singly hemizygous 

controls, and provide evidence that the regulation of bone structure by Cx43 may be due 

to a functional convergence on Runx2 activity. 

 

Altered osteogenesis and osteoblast function in situ 

To begin to understand the underlying mechanisms contributing to the phenotypic 

observations in the Cmpd mice, gene expression analysis was performed. Reverse 

transcription-quantitative PCR analysis of RNA isolated from 8-week-old dissected male 

tibias showed that the expression of several osteoblast genes was reduced in the Cmpd 

animals compared to controls, including Osterix, alkaline phosphatase, periostin and 

SerpinH1, which encodes the collagen-binding chaperone Heat Shock Protein 47 

(HSP47) (Figure 4.6A). 
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Figure 4.5: MicroCT scans of femurs from 8-week female mice shows moderate to no 

changes in cortical or trabecular parameters caused by compound hemizygosity of Gja1 and 

Runx2. 

(A) Quantification of cortical parameters at the femoral mid-diaphysis; T.Ar = cross-sectional 

tissue area, Co.Po = cortical porosity, Ma.Ar = marrow area, pMMI = polar moment of inertia, 

Cs.Th = cross sectional thickness. (B) Quantification of trabecular phenotype at the distal femoral 

metaphysis; Tb.N = trabecular number, Tb.Th = trabecular thickness, BV/TV = % bone volume, 

Tb.Sp = trabecular separation. Number of mice per genotype is at least 7. Graphs depict mean ± 

SD. * = p<0.05; ** = p<0.01; *** = p<0.001; **** = p<0.0001. 
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Based on previous findings of altered collagen processing in Cx43 conditional 

knockout models[104, 211, 212], we examined collagen fibril orientation via polarizing 

light microscopy of picrosirius red-stained of longitudinal femoral sections from these 8 

month-old mice. Although collagen orientation and thickness at the mid diaphyseal 

cortical bone was disrupted in our Cmpd samples relative to wildtype mice, this effect 

was not different than what was observed in Gja1+/- hemizygous mice (Figure 4.6C, D). 

These data confirm a role for Cx43 in collagen processing and organization, but suggest 

that these effects are not exclusively downstream of any effects Cx43 may have on 

Runx2.  

Histomorphometric analysis of Goldner Trichrome-stained femoral sections 

showed a statistically significant interaction of the Gja1 and Runx2 alleles resulting in a 

reduction in mature osteoblast number in the Cmpd sections (Figure 4.6B). When taken 

together, these findings allude to a disruption of osteoblastogenesis caused by Gja1 and 

Runx2 compound hemizygosity.  

 

Increased endocortical TRAP-positive osteoclasts in compound animals 

 The characteristic expansion of the marrow cavity observed in many osteoblast-

specific Cx43 knockout models is due to an indirect increase in osteoclast-mediated bone 

resorption, particularly along the endocortical surface[104, 213]. Hence, we were curious 

whether increased osteoclast recruitment was also responsible for the apparent phenotype 

in our Cmpd animals, which would be indicative of a convergence of Cx43 and Runx2 

function in modulating osteoclastogenesis. Not surprisingly, the number of TRAP-

positive osteoclasts in the trabecular compartment of femoral sections was not uniquely  
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Figure 4.6: Compound mice display defective osteogenesis and osteoblast function. 

(A) RNA was isolated from tibial extracts and RT-qPCR was performed to quantitate gene 

expression of several osteoblast markers, including: Osterix, Collagen 1a1, Alkaline Phosphatase, 

Bone Sialoprotein, Periostin, and HSP47. (B) Histomorphometric quantitation of trabecular 

osteoblasts from Goldner’s Trichrome-stained femur sections (N.Ob/BS). Graphs depict mean ± 

SD. N = 3/genotype. * = p<0.05 when compared to wildtype (WT). (C) Longitudinal sections of 

femurs stained with picrosirius red to visualize collagen fibrils show alterations in collagen 

content. (D) Quantitated bifringence hue proportion for each genotype. Red and orange color 

indicates thick, mature collagen fibrils; yellow and green indicate thinner, less mature collagen 

fibrils. 
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altered in Cmpd mice relative to the other genotypes, although osteoclast numbers were 

uniformly reduced in Gja1+/-, Runx2+/- and Cmpd mice (Figure 4.7A). In contrast, 

osteoclast numbers along the endocortical surface of the femur were increased nearly 3-

fold in Cmpd specimens, which were often displayed as linear aggregates of TRAP-

positive osteoclasts along the cortical bone surface (Figure 4.7B,C). Mechanistically, this 

increase in osteoclast-mediated resorption in Cx43 conditional knockout models has been 

reported to be due to a cell autonomous dysregulation of the ratio of RANKL to OPG 

mRNA expression in osteogenic lineage cells [104, 105, 112, 192, 213]. Consistent with 

those models, gene expression data from BMSCs showed an increased RANKL/OPG 

mRNA ratio from cells isolated from Cmpd animals in comparison to the other genotypes 

(Figure 4.7D). Interestingly, no statistical increase in endocortical osteoclasts was 

detected in female mice (data not shown), even though they display a larger marrow area 

(Figure 4.4A).  

 

Compound animals display developmental defects in skull bone morphology and 

reduced clavicle bone ossification 

Next, we evaluated the skulls of our mice for additional evidence of the 

intersecting role of Cx43 and Runx2 on skeletal biology. Although Gja1 hemizygosity 

does not result in a cranial phenotype (Figure 4.8A), studies have reported hypoplastic 

and hypomineralized skulls in ODDD mutant mice and in osteoblast-specific Cx43 

conditional knockout models [98, 99, 104]. Additionally, Runx2 deficiency results in 

several hallmark cranial defects, including hypomineralization, morphological defects, 

and incomplete closure of sutures/open fontanelles [35, 37, 194].  
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Figure 4.7: Endocortical osteoclast recruitment is increased in compound animals. 

(A-B) Static histomorphometry of osteoclast number per bone surface from the trabecular and 

endocortical regions (N=3/genotype). (C) TRAP-stained images at the endocortical surface 

representative for each genotype. (D) RT-qPCR of RNA isolated from primary BMSCs was 

performed to show the ratio of RANKL:OPG mRNA expression for the corresponding genotype 

(N=3/genotype). * = p<0.05 when compared to every other genotype. # = p<0.05 when compared 

to wildtype (Gja1+/+ Runx2+/+). “‡” signifies a statistical interaction effect at indicated p value. 
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MicroCT reconstructions of skulls from 8-week male mice showed that both 

Runx2+/- and Cmpd animals displayed open fontanelles due to Runx2 haploinsufficiency, 

but the size of the fontanelles was not further increased in the Cmpd animals (Figure 

4.8A, B). Intriguingly, Cmpd animals frequently displayed a noticeable reduction in the 

size of the interparietal bone in comparison to WT, Gja1+/- and particularly Runx2+/- 

mice, thus providing potential evidence of intersecting function of Cx43 and Runx2 in 

cranial morphology (Figure 4.8A, C).  

To determine whether the cranial features observed in adult mice are more 

pronounced during development, we performed whole-mount analysis on two-day old 

(P2) newborn pups stained with Alizarin red/Alcian blue. We consistently observed a 

conspicuous, hypomorphic interparietal bone in skulls from Cmpd animals when 

compared to skulls from the littermate controls (Figure 4.8D, E). Furthermore, both 

Runx2+/- and Cmpd mice at P2 displayed prominent open fontanelles as anticipated, but 

unlike the adult mice, the size of the fontanelles was significantly larger in Cmpd pups 

compared to the WT, Runx2+/- and Gja1+/- mice (Figure 4.8D, F).  Similarly, 

insufficient Runx2 function characteristically manifests in hypoplasia of clavicles in mice 

[194]. Accordingly, we observed that Cmpd mice had significantly hypomineralized 

clavicles when compared to littermate controls (Figure 4.8G, H).  Taken together, these 

data provide compelling evidence for the functional intersection of Cx43 and Runx2 in 

regulating cranial development and ossification.  
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Figure 4.8: Compound animals have smaller interparietal bones, wider fontanelles at birth, 

and hypomineralized clavicles. 

(A) MicroCT scans of skulls from 8-week old males from each genotype highlighting 

interparietal bone and fontanelles (black arrow). Skull bones are labeled as follows: F = frontal, P 

= parietal, I = interparietal, O = occipital. (B-C) Quantification of fontanelle and interparietal 

bone area for Runx2+/- and Cmpd skulls. (D) Skulls from Alizarin red/Alcian blue wholemount 

skeletal preparations from 2-day old (P2) pups. (E-F) Quantification of the area of fontanelle and 

interparietal bone area for each genotype. (G) Excised clavicles from P2 wholemounts. (H) 

Measurement of clavicle length. Graphs depict mean ± SD. *= p<0.05 when compared to every 

other genotype. “‡” signifies a statistical interaction effect at the indicated p value. 
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Primary cells isolated from Compound animals exhibit enhanced proliferative 

capacity, a defect which is rescuable by Runx2 overexpression* 

 Growing evidence has suggested that Cx43 deletion can result in an expansion of 

the pre-osteoblast population and that this effect might lead to the precocious periosteal 

mineral apposition observed in Cx43 osteoblast-lineage specific conditional knockout 

models, despite impaired osteoblast differentiation [104]. Both Cx43 and Runx2 can 

impact cell cycle progression and regulate cell proliferation [51, 214, 215]. Quantification 

of primary osteoblast proliferation revealed a nearly three-fold increase in proliferation in 

cells from the Cmpd mice, an effect that was enhanced beyond the effects of Runx2+/- 

hemizygosity (Figure 4.9A). We verified that this increase in primary cell proliferation 

was also reflected in vivo by examining tibial protein extracts and histological sections 

from these animals for cell cycle progression marker Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen 

(PCNA), which elevates during the S phase. Since Cx43 and Runx2 have been reported 

to impede cell cycle progression at the G1/S phase transition [51, 214], assessing PCNA 

levels is appropriate in identifying proliferative cells. Indeed, PCNA expression increased 

in tibial protein extracts from Gja1+/- and Runx2+/- mice but was highest in Cmpd mice 

(Figure 4.9B). This was also consistent with increased labeling of PCNA-positive cells 

along the periosteal surface in femoral sections from Cmpd animals (Figure 4.9C). These 

data suggest that the periosteal expansion observed in the Cmpd animals and cKO models 

may be due in part to a hyperproliferative phenotype.  

To validate that this effect on proliferation was caused by the convergence of 

Cx43 on Runx2, we overexpressed Runx2 in primary osteoblasts from Gja1-floxed mice. 

When Cx43 is deleted in these cells, cell proliferation was increased, consistent with  
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Figure 4.9: Cx43 and Runx2 functionally intersect to regulate osteoblast proliferation. 

(A) CCK-8 proliferation assays on primary osteoblasts from mice of each genotype after 72 hours 

in culture (N=3 wells/genotype). (B) Western blots performed on diaphyseal tibial extracts 

(flushed of marrow) of mice of the indicated genotypes and probed with anti-PCNA and anti-

actin antibodies. Densitometric quantitation of the bands is shown. (C) Immunohistochemistry for 

PCNA (red staining) on sections of cortical bone from the indicated genotypes. c, cortical bone; 

p, periosteum. Scale bar equals 100 m. (D) Proliferation of Gja1-floxed primary osteoblasts that 

were transduced with Cre recombinase in order to delete Cx43 and then subsequently transduced 

with adenoviral Runx2 (N=3 wells per condition). Graphs depict mean ± SD. ** = p<0.001. “‡” 

signifies a statistical interaction effect between Gja1 and Runx2 at p < 0.05. 
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published data [104]. This effect of Cx43 on cell proliferation was rescued by 

overexpression of Runx2 (Figure 4.9D), indicating the intersection of Cx43 and Runx2 

on the expansion of osteogenic cells. 

4.5 Discussion 

In this study, we examine the intersection of Cx43 and Runx2 function on bone. 

We demonstrate that deletion of Cx43 impairs ERK and PKCδ signaling that converge on 

Runx2, affecting Runx2-dependent osteoblast genes, like osteocalcin. We show that 

overexpression of Runx2 in cells devoid of Cx43 expression can restore osteocalcin gene 

expression. Further, we describe the skeletal phenotype of mice that are compound 

hemizygous for the Cx43 gene Gja1 and Runx2 in an attempt to determine whether the 

convergence of Cx43 and Runx2 function is pertinent to post-natal bone quality. The 

study presented here is the first to directly assess the impact of this potential interaction 

between Cx43 and Runx2 and provide further evidence of the existence of a functional 

interplay between Cx43 and Runx2 that extends to in vivo bone physiology. Our findings 

show that compound Gja1+/- Runx2+/- mice manifest unique skeletal changes in cortical 

bone and cranial elements not seen in wild-type or singly hemizygous animals, indicating 

that the haploinsufficiency of both factors compromises a shared signaling axis 

responsible for normal skeletal formation. While this genetic approach does not establish 

the hierarchical intersection of this interaction, it does definitively establish the relevance 

of Cx43-Runx2 axis to the skeleton in vivo. This work is consistent with our prior in vitro 

work in osteoblasts [124, 125, 132, 191] and the work of others in other cell types [216, 

217], indicating an interplay between Cx43 and Runx2. 
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Aspects of the phenotype of the Cmpd mice closely approximates the phenotype 

of osteoblast-lineage Cx43 conditional knockout models. Specifically, the cortical 

phenotype of the Cmpd mice closely resembles that observed in osteoblast-specific Cx43 

conditional knockout mouse models, including an expansion of the cross-sectional and 

marrow areas, elevated osteoclast number, and increased cortical porosity [104, 111, 

192]. Additionally, we see an increased proliferative capacity of osteoprogenitor cells 

which is similar to that observed in the Dermo1-Cre driven deletion of Cx43 in 

osteoprogenitor cells [104]. Why these effects on cortical bone are mildly suppressed in 

female mice is not clear. We speculate that since estrogens inhibit periosteal bone 

apposition and enhance endocortical bone apposition; that these effects may partially 

blunt the action of Cx43 to stimulate periosteal apposition and endocortical 

resorption[218], thereby resulting in the lack of a statistical interaction. However, no 

studies have done a systematic comparative analysis of Cx43 action in both male and 

female mice. It would be interesting to examine these findings in estrogen depleted 

animals to test this hypothesis. Regardless, these overall findings highlight that, while 

cortical parameters remain relatively unchanged in specimens that only have one 

functional allele of either Gja1 or Runx2, the combination of having single copies of both 

Gja1 and Runx2 in the same animal results in a cortical phenotype. This is a convincing 

indication that some aspect of the impact of Cx43 and Runx2 on bone biology lies not on 

independent pathways but on a shared pathway. Because we are able to recapitulate the 

cortical phenotype seen in Cx43 conditional knockout animals, this indicates that part of 

the phenotype observed in the Cx43 conditional knockout mice is likely due to inefficient 

Runx2 activation.  
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Other aspects of the Cmpd skeletal phenotype seem to exacerbate the findings of 

Runx2+/-. The importance of Runx2 in regulating craniofacial patterning is well 

documented. One of the hallmark cranial phenotypes that manifests in Runx2 deficiency 

is incomplete closure of the sutures resulting in persistent open fontanelles throughout 

adulthood and hypoplastic clavicle s[37].  Likewise, deficiencies in Runx2 expression, as 

described in cases of cleidocranial dysplasia, have severe consequences on craniofacial 

patterning and mineralization of the clavicles [37]. The compound effect of Gja1 and 

Runx2 hemizygosity further exacerbates these defects, resulting in a significant reduction 

in interparietal mineralization, wider fontanelles and aplastic clavicles in 2-day old 

neonates, further underscoring the dependent functional intersection of Cx43 and Runx2.  

Some aspects of the Cmpd skeletal phenotype are unique or at least unexpected 

based on either individual model. Consistent with osteoblast-specific conditional 

knockout models, we did not observe an exacerbated trabecular bone phenotype in our 

compound Gja1+/- Runx2+/- mice. Rather, changes in trabecular bone were exclusive to 

Runx2+/- mice, which displayed significant reductions in BV/TV and trabecular number 

(Tb.N), and a significant increase in trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) when compared to all 

other genotypes. These findings seemingly suggest that Runx2 plays a more integral role 

than Cx43 in regulating trabecular bone formation; however, for this to be entirely true, 

we would expect that Runx2+/- and Gja1+/- Runx2+/- mice would, at minimum, have the 

same deficits in trabecular bone volume, but this is not what we observed. Much to our 

surprise, we observed in Cmpd mice that removal of Cx43 “rescued” the trabecular 

changes observed in Runx2+/- mice, thereby indicating that Cx43 opposes the anabolic 

function of Runx2 in trabecular bone. An analogous trabecular bone phenomenon was 
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reported in studies by Lloyd and colleagues, which show that conditional deletion of 

Cx43 attenuates loss of trabecular bone during mouse hindlimb suspension [111, 112]. 

They concluded that loss of Cx43 prevented the sharing of catabolic unloading signals 

amongst osteocytes that influence both arms of remodeling to produce a low bone mass 

phenotype. Therefore, a similar explanation could be applied to the rescue seen in these 

compound hemizygotes, in that when osteoblasts are not able to efficiently progress 

through differentiation, either genetically through Runx2 reduction or through lack of 

external stimuli, then Cx43 appears to be antagonistic to trabecular bone formation via 

the exchange of predominating catabolic signals. Regardless of the explanation, this 

unexpected “rescue” of the Runx2 trabecular compartment phenotype by Cx43 deficiency 

is still in accordance with our hypothesis. At some level, Cx43 and Runx2 functionally 

converge to regulate trabecular bone even if they appear to function 

antagonistically/inversely.  

Another unexpected finding was the altered shape of the interparietal bone in 8 

week-old male mice. Analogous results have not been reported in any of the Cx43 

deletion models, though impacts on cranial shape have been reported in human and 

animal models of point mutations in Gja1 resulting in oculodentodigital dysplasia [98, 

99].  Since Cx43 deficiency has been shown to affect neural crest cell migration to 

cardiac tissues [219, 220] and neural crest cells contribute to the intraparietal bone 

development [221], it is possible that an underlying defect in neural crest cell migration 

could influence the calvarial phenotype of the Cmpd hemizygous mice. Yet, in Gja1-/- 

mice, this defect in neural crest cell migration results in a cardiovascular defect and 

perinatal lethality [196]. In contrast, Gja1+/- mice are phenotypically normal and the 
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calvarial phenotype is only unmasked in the context of concurrent Runx2+/-, implying that 

the defect is in osteoblastogenesis, rather than neural crest migration. However, future 

studies will be needed to understand the specific defect occurring to drive this 

unanticipated phenotype. 

Importantly, we do not think that the Cx43 signaling through Runx2 is the only 

regulator of the action of Cx43 in bone. The role of Cx43 in the skeleton is multifactorial, 

including osteocyte survival and differential responsiveness to various cues including 

growth factors, hormones, aging and mechanical load [222-226]. Our results do not 

exclude other pathways or that signals originating from osteocytes do not converge on 

osteoprogenitors. Indeed, deletion of Cx43 throughout the osteoblast lineage, including 

osteocytes results in a similar skeletal phenotype [109]. However, the Cx43 knockout 

phenotype does get worse the earlier in the lineage that Cx43 is deleted [109], 

underscoring that Cx43 plays an important role, not only in osteocytes but also in 

osteoblasts and osteo-progenitors, and that the Cx43/Runx2 axis may be a fundamentally 

important point of Cx43’s function in skeletal tissue. 

In summary, genetic models reveal a functional intersection between Cx43 and 

Runx2 that contributes to a skeletal phenotype that largely mimics Cx43 deletion. These 

data establish this interaction as an important aspect of the molecular basis by which 

Cx43 influences the skeleton. Further, these data hint at disparate functions of Cx43 in 

the trabecular and cortical compartment and support the fundamental role of Cx43 in the 

early osteoblast lineage.  
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Chapter 5: General Discussion 

 

5.1 Summary of studies and key findings 

Understanding the role of Cx43 and gap junctions in bone continues to be a 

growing and fascinating area of bone research. The development of numerous conditional 

ablation mouse models has underscored the importance that Cx43 has on bone quality by 

functioning throughout the many stages of osteoblastogenesis. However, details 

regarding how Cx43 is able to impact osteoblast different and exert changes on post-natal 

bone quality are unclear and need to be elucidated in order to fully realize the therapeutic 

potential of gap junctional signaling. Unveiling these molecular details may require a 

return to the implementation of new and innovative methods that were once instrumental 

in advancing the field of gap junction signaling in bone. To this end, our laboratory has 

continuously sought to better our understanding of how Cx43 exerts its function in bone, 

often by utilizing inventive approaches to clarify mechanistic details in ways that 

conventional genetic knockout models alone might not be able to. 

 The work presented in this thesis document is a culmination of experimental 

inquiries that collectively aim to achieve these goals. These experiments, grouped into 

two larger studies, not only contribute to our understanding how Cx43 may regulate bone 

quality but also do so through the use of high-end approaches and by improving upon old 

techniques. The first study focused on the polycationic compound poly-L-lysine (PLL) 

and its ability to improve the transduction of primary osteogenic cells using adenoviral 

vectors. Although not exclusive to connexin biology, the findings were extremely integral 

in the development of an in vitro system that enabled further study of Cx43’s mechanistic 
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actions in osteoblasts. The second study used this in vitro system, in combination with a 

Cx43+/- Runx2+/- compound hemizygous animal model, to deduce whether these 

mechanisms of action involves interactions between Cx43 and Runx2 function.  

Overall, the two main conclusions that can be drawn from the studies conducted 

in this thesis work are as follows: (A) PLL can be used to enhance adenoviral 

transduction in primary osteoblasts and BMSCs, and (B) Cx43 and Runx2 

functionally intersect to regulate osteogenesis and bone quality. A summary of all of 

the key findings supporting these two conclusions is provided below. 

 

Conclusion 1: Poly-L-lysine (PLL) can be used to enhance adenoviral transduction in 

primary osteoblasts and BMSCs. 

Primary murine osteoblasts and BMSCs are difficult to infect with adenovirus, 

limiting their usefulness in transient overexpression methods. In the first main study 

presented in this thesis work, we sought to address this limitation by assessing the 

efficacy of using PLL to improve the adenoviral transduction efficiency of primary 

osteoblasts and BMSCs. While the use of polycationic compounds to improve adenoviral 

transduction efficiency is not a novel application, many bone-related studies do not report 

utilizing these helpful compounds to aid in the transduction of osteogenic cells, which 

typically require MOIs nearing 1000 virus particles/cell in order to reach optimal 

transduction efficiency. We ventured to fill this void in the literature and reveal whether 

PLL is also as effective at improving transduction efficiencies in osteogenic cells as it has 

been demonstrated to be in other cell types.  
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The findings supporting the conclusions are as follows:  

 

1. PLL improves the number of adenovirally-transduced GFP+ cells, as well as the 

magnitude of fluorescent intensity. In primary osteoblasts, the transduction 

efficiency was increased nearly 2-fold in the presence of PLL than without (89.2% vs 

48.5%), and 5.13 fold (than with PLL as determined by FACS analysis. For BMSCs, 

the average fold increase in transduction efficiency was 5.13 with PLL, although the 

% yield GFP+ cells reached a plateau at 47.2%. Additionally, the mean fluorescent 

intensity was increased nearly 2-fold in BMSCs treated with PLL, and was increased 

over ~150 fold in osteoblasts treated with PLL. This indicates the general difficulty 

with transducing primary BMSCs, which may require somewhat higher MOIs to 

optimally transduce even in the presence of PLL. 

2. PLL does not impact cell viability or osteoblast differentiation. Treatment of 

primary osteoblasts with PLL alone, or in the presence of AD-GFP did not reduce cell 

viability measured by CCK-8 assay. Previous studies suggest the possibility that some 

polycationic compounds, like polybrene, can undesirably enhance osteogenesis, 

although we observe that PLL has no effect on osteoblast gene expression.  

3. PLL can improve the ability of adenovirus to infect bone cells in situ. Incubating 

both long bone chips and calvarial bone chips with PLL-containing AD-GFP medium 

surprising resulted in the transduction of many cells within the bone matrix. However, 

the depth of the cell layers that are infected is questionable. 

4. Using an adenoviral construct expressing Cre recombinase, together with PLL, 

can efficiently knockdown Cx43 expression in primary osteoblasts and BMSCs 
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obtained from Gja1flox/flox mice, which recapitulates defects in osteoblast gene 

expression and signal transduction. Consistent with published work [102, 104, 116, 

117, 193], osteocalcin (Bglap) mRNA, Osterix (Osx) protein, and other markers of 

osteogenesis, were reduced in these Cx43-deficient cells. Additionally, we discovered 

that ERK and PKCδ phosphorylation was reduced in these Cre-mediated Cx43-

ablated cells, corroborating our findings in MC3T3 and hTert-immortalized cells. To 

our knowledge, no other bone studies have reported using a Cre/loxp-mediated 

approach to delete Cx43 from primary osteogenic cells in vitro. The reproducibility 

provided by PLL makes this a practical tool for those wishing to rapidly study Cx43 

in primary cells. 

 

Conclusion 2: Cx43 and Runx2 functionally intersect to regulate osteogenesis and 

bone quality. 

The objective of the second study presented in this thesis was to obtain evidence 

indicating that Cx43 and Runx2 converge on a shared pathway to impact osteogenesis 

and bone quality. Despite the extensive progress on Cx43 signal transduction in bone, 

additional work needs to be done to elucidate how exactly the sharing of signals through 

Cx43-containing gap junctions is able to ultimately converge on osteoblast-specific gene 

expression. Our prior work in preosteoblast MC3T3 cell lines pioneered to address this 

by showing that the formation of intact Cx43 gap junction channels mediates signaling 

pathways that control Runx2 activity. Here, we sought to expand on these initial findings 

and determine the biological relevance of this Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis by addressing 

the following aims: 1) conducting Runx2 rescue assays using the Cx43-deficient primary 
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cell model generated in the previous study and by 2) examining the skeletal phenotype of 

Gja1+/- Runx2+/- compound hemizygous (Cmpd) to discern if both factors intersect to 

impact bone quality. The findings are as follows:  

 

1. Overexpressing Runx2 in Cx43-null primary osteoblasts rescues osteocalcin gene 

expression. Because osteocalcin is a direct target of Runx2 [204, 206], we 

hypothesized that the decreased osteocalcin expression observed in Cx43-deficient 

primary cells was due to a loss of Cx43-dependent activation of Runx2. In order to 

test this, we overexpressed Runx2 in the Cre-mediated Cx43-ablated cells and were 

able to restore osteocalcin mRNA to wild type levels. Inexplicably, overexpressing 

Runx2 in normal Cx43-expressing primary osteoblasts did not further increase 

osteocalcin levels, which normally should happen based on figure 4.2 and reported 

studies. 

2. Changes in cortical and trabecular bone structure in Cmpd mice strongly 

indicate that Cx43 and Runx2 functionally intersect to regulate bone quality in 

vivo. Femurs obtained from 8-week male Cmpd mice were scanned with micro-CT 

and, when compared to WT, Gja1+/-, or Runx2+/- littermates, revealed unique changes 

in cortical bone structure. These changes included increases in total cross-sectional 

tissue area (periosteal expansion), marrow area, porosity, and polar moment of inertia 

(pMMI). Osteoblast differentiation markers were decreased in the compound mice; 

conversely, osteoclastogenesis was seemingly increased, which would account for the 

increased porosity and marrow expansion. Interestingly, trabecular bone quality was 

unchanged in the compound animals and was actually statistically worse in the 
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Runx2+/- mice, highlighting a glaring contradictory rescue of trabecular bone quality 

in the Cmpd mice.  

3. Compared to Runx2+/- mice, Cmpd mice have smaller interparietal bones, larger 

open fontanelles, and smaller clavicles, further indicating that Cx43 and Runx2 

functionally intersect in vivo. These anomalies are very characteristic of the human 

disorder Cleidocranial Dysplasia (CCD), which also manifest in Runx2+/- mice or 

mice with impaired Runx2 activation. Since this phenotype was not observed in 

Gja1+/- mice, it seems that the exacerbated phenotype observed in Cmpd mice is due 

to impaired function at the level of Runx2. Remarkably, this worsened phenotype was 

only apparent at 2 days of age and seemed to resolve in 8-week mice.  

4. Cx43 and Runx2 function along a shared pathway to modulate osteoblast 

proliferation. Although primary calvarial osteoblasts isolated from Runx2+/- mice 

proliferated more than osteoblasts from WT or Gja1+/- mice, combining the 

hemizygosity of Gja1 and Runx2 synergistically increased proliferation in primary 

osteoblasts from Cmpd mice. Massive ablation of the Gja1 gene, using the Cre/LoxP 

cell system, also markedly increases proliferation. Overexpressing Runx2 in Cx43-

deficient cells completely returns proliferation to normal. As was observed with the 

osteocalcin rescue, overexpressing Runx2 in cells that express Cx43 does not further 

reduce proliferation beyond basal levels. 
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5.2 Discussion of main takeaway findings 

The studies presented in this thesis work have provided significant contributions 

to our understanding of Cx43 function in bone. Additionally, the scope of this thesis work 

also extends beyond connexin biology in bone and can hopefully be of great assistance to 

those wishing to conduct transduction studies in bone. The following section will discuss 

several of these major takeaways, interesting nuances, as well as limitations that have 

been revealed by doing this thesis work. 

 

5.2.1 Model of Cx43-Run2 signaling in bone 

One of the main reasons we conducted the studies in this thesis was to better 

understand the mechanistic pathways enabling Cx43 to exert its effects in bone. We have 

previously worked toward outlining these details and devised a preliminary model based 

on our published findings in MC3T3 cells where we showed that Cx43 enhanced the 

FGF2-induced increase in Runx2 transcriptional activity via the ERK and PKCδ 

signaling pathways [124, 130, 132, 191]. According to this model (detailed in Figure 

5.1), an osteoblast responds to an extracellular cue like a growth factor and initiates a 

second messenger response that not only induces Runx2 activity in the same cell but also 

in adjacent cells by sharing the signal via Cx43-containing gap junctions. This would 

effectively increase the number of cells that are able to induce Runx2 activity in response 

to the initial cue and would result in a global amplification and coordination of the bone 

forming response.  To substantiate this, we and others have shown that ERK and PKCδ 

associate with the Cx43 C-terminal tail and most likely co-localize with Cx43 at the gap 

junction plaque, intimating their likely function as mediators of Cx43 signaling  
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Figure 5.1: Proposed model of Cx43-mediated gap junctional intercellular communication 

converging on Runx2. 

Second messengers produced in response to growth factors or other external stimuli can be shared 

through Cx43-containing gap junctions to produce an amplification of Runx2 activation. The 

passage of second messengers through the channel triggers the activation of signaling molecules 

like PKCδ and ERK, which then propagate the signal by translocating to the nucleus and 

phosphorylating Runx2, thus inducing its transactivation. Image modified from Niger C, Luciotti 

MA, Buo AM, Hebert C, Ma V, Stains JP. (2013) The Regulation of Runx2 by FGF2 and 

Connexin43 Requires the Inositol Polyphosphate/Protein Kinase Cδ Cascade. J Bone Miner Res; 

28:1468-1477. 
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downstream of the gap junction plaque [125, 205]. This association would thereby 

increase the likelihood that a second messenger passes through a gap junction channel 

and activates ERK and PKCδ, which then function in tandem to modulate Runx2. 

The results presented in these thesis studies are also consistent with several 

aspects of this proposed model. Most obviously, we showed here that the Cx43-Runx2 

signaling axis is relevant to bone quality in vivo, which validates the most essential 

component of the mechanistic action downstream of Cx43. proposed mechanism of 

action. Additionally, our findings in primary cells also implicated ERK and PKCδ 

signaling as possible mediators of the Cx43-dependent effects on Runx2. Consequently, 

overexpressing Runx2 in primary cells seemingly overcame reduced ERK and PKCδ 

signaling in Cx43-deficient cells and rescued osteogenic gene expression, thereby 

implying that ERK and PKCδ are appropriately upstream of Runx2. Together, these 

results confirm, in part, the validity of this model. 

As such, we believe that our model provides the best schematic representation of 

how Cx43-dependent gap junctional intercellular communication (GJIC) may impact 

Runx2 and osteogeneis. Based on the various phenotypic findings from our studies, we 

have also incorporated into this model, the phenotypic consequences of perturbing gap 

junctional communication and the Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis, which are outlined in 

Figure 5.1. It is not entirely clear how this mechanism would actually work amongst 

osteogenic cells in a 3-dimensional space, but it is plausible to rationalize why this 

sharing of signals may be critical in synchronizing osteoblasts to differentiate by ensuring 

all cells within a focal region are exposed to the same stimulus. The expansion of 

preosteoblasts typically results in cells stacking on top of each other at the surface of 
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bone, which might impede each other from sensing a particular cue. Signal sharing 

through Cx43 may therefore permit clusters of preosteoblasts to respond to the same cue 

and stimulate Runx2 activity, regardless of receptor status or physical occlusion, which in 

turn downregulates proliferation and induces differentiation. 

 

5.2.2 Differing function of Cx43 in cortical and trabecular bone 

This thesis work also alludes to the growing discrepancy of Cx43 function 

between cortical and trabecular bone. We showed here that Cmpd animals have reduced 

bone quality only in the cortical compartment and do not possess a distinct trabecular 

phenotype when compared to WT or Gja1+/- mice, which is similar to the lack of a 

trabecular phenotype in many of the osteoblast and osteocyte-specific Cx43 cKO models.  

It is thought that this dichotomy between both types of bone could be due to reduced 

expression of Cx43 in the trabecular compartment in comparison to the cortical 

compartment, meaning that Cx43 plays a less significant role in regulating trabecular 

bone quality than it does regulating cortical bone [104, 192]. However, when comparing 

Cmpd mice to the Runx2+/- mice, which do have lower trabecular bone volume in our 

study, this explanation is not entirely sufficient because compounding the hemizygosity 

of Cx43 and Runx2 seems to actually rescue the trabecular bone defects apparent in 

Runx2+/- mice. This indicates that Cx43 is in fact doing something in trabecular bone; 

not only does it appear that the role of Cx43 in trabecular bone is opposite that of its role 

in cortical bone, it seems that this role of Cx43 antagonistic to that of Runx2 function in 

the trabecular compartment.  
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To complicate matters further, the literature suggests that different domains of the 

Cx43 molecule may also play a part in dictating how Cx43 functions in cortical or 

trabecular bone. Recent work from our lab has shown that mice expressing the C-

terminally truncated from of Cx43, which leave just the channel-forming portion of the 

molecule, had a significant reduction in trabecular bone volume [205]. A similar study 

from the Plotkin lab also reported a similar loss in trabecular bone quality in the C-

terminal truncated mouse model, but they observed that truncation of Cx43 only in 

osteocytes was likely responsible for this trabecular phenotype [227]. Furthermore, they 

also reported that expression of the truncated Cx43 molecule in osteocytes lacking full-

length Cx43 is sufficient to restore defects in cortical bone quality caused by loss of Cx43 

in osteocytes, whereas expression of the truncation in trabecular bone, even in the 

presence of full-length Cx43, induces the defective changes in trabecular bone, almost as 

if the Cx43 channel functions as a dominant negative without the C-terminus.  

Although a discussion into the consequences of the Cx43 C-terminal tail on 

cortical and trabecular bone is beyond the scope of this thesis, the C-terminal tail is 

responsible for the recruitment of factors (i.e. ERK and PKCδ) that facilitate downstream 

and ultimately act on Runx2 per our model. Given that the presence of the channel-only 

construct is enough to cause a reduction in trabecular bone quality, perhaps the presence 

of Cx43 is catabolic if there is insufficient Runx2 activation in the trabecular 

compartment, which would be consistent with our results as well. In other words, it is 

better to have little to no full-length Cx43 expression and channel function if Runx2 

expression is reduced or if Runx2 activation is compromised due to the lack of signaling 

recruitment to the gap junction plaque. This could mean that the truncated Cx43 construct 
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elicits a dominant negative effect in the trabecular bone that doesn’t manifest in the 

cortical compartment. Regardless of the reasoning, the controversial role of Cx43 

particularly in trabecular bone strongly indicates that the cellular functions in both 

compartments are in fact not one in the same and should therefore not be viewed equally 

in terms of the overall implications of Cx43 on skeletal dynamics. which would have 

significant ramifications for future studies.   

 

5.2.3 Proliferation 

Assessing the extent of osteoblast proliferation in these studies provided 

compelling evidence of the intersecting function of Cx43 and Runx2. We discovered that, 

while calvarial osteoblasts from Runx2+/- mice had a significant increase in proliferation 

in comparison to cells from wildtype and Gja1+/- mice, Cmpd mice produced osteoblast 

cells that were significantly more proliferative than the cells from Runx2+/- mice. Because 

no change was observed in the Gja1+/- cells, this demonstrates that osteoblast 

proliferation is only sensitive to Gja1 hemizygosity when Runx2 is also hemizygous, 

which again is consistent with our model and indicative of Cx43 and Runx2 functioning 

on a shared pathway. More importantly, since Runx2 functions to commit mesenchymal 

progenitors down the osteoblast lineage, this increase in proliferation in the Cmpd cells is 

also indicative of a reciprocal decrease in differentiation potential, further highlighting 

the important role Cx43 signaling plays in activating Runx2 for osteoblast differentiation. 

The periosteal expansion observed in osteoblast-specific Cx43 cKO models is therefore 

likely due to an underlying defect in Runx2 activity resulting in an increase in 

proliferation of osteoprogenitors lining the cortex of the bone, although it is not entirely 
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clear why Runx2+/- mice do not have the same periosteal expansion phenotype if we are 

to follow this logic. 

The role of Cx43 in regulating proliferation has been explored in several studies 

[228, 229]. However, we did not observe any changes in cell growth in osteoblasts from 

Gja1+/- animals. Only when Cx43 was entirely ablated in Gja1-floxed primary cells did 

we observe an increase in proliferation, which would be indicative of diminished Runx2 

activity past a certain threshold to manifest the hyperproliferative defect. Similarly to our 

rescue of osteocalcin expression, overexpressing Runx2 in these Cx43-deficient cells 

restored proliferation exactly back to the normal lower levels, and Runx2 overexpression 

in WT cells did not further reduce proliferation beyond basal levels. The fact that these 

results exactly mimic the same trend as the osteocalcin gene expression rescue is further 

evidence that Cx43 is modulating the general activity of Runx2 and thus impacts both 

arms of its differentiation-inducing functions. 

Indeed, Runx2 not only induces the expression of target osteoblast genes but also 

plays an active role in regulating proliferation. This role appears to be cell type-specific; 

phosphorylation of Runx2 by Cdc2 induces proliferation in endothelial cells [230], 

whereas in immature preosteoblasts, Runx2 functions to suppress proliferation. This anti-

proliferative role is often overshadowed by its well-known transcriptional duties, but 

studies have reported that Runx2 serves to inhibit cell cycle progression in osteoblasts 

potentially at the G1-S transition [51, 52, 215]. Interestingly, studies have also reported 

that Cx43 regulates cell proliferation at the same G1-S phase transition, but in mouse 

embryonic fibroblasts [214]. Here, we showed that the DNA replication protein PCNA, 

which is upregulated during the S phase and is thus used as a marker for cell cycle 
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progression and increased proliferation, was increasingly enhanced in Cmpd animals (as 

determined by western blotting of tibial protein extracts and immunohistochemistry of 

femoral sections) and thus corroborated the proliferation data. Therefore, the effect Cx43 

has on osteoblast proliferation may involve cell cycle regulation at the G1-S transition 

through a Runx2-dependent mechanism. This also raises the question whether Cx43 

affects osteoblast proliferation entirely through Runx2 or by some other complimentary 

pathway, since it is well known that Cx43 controls proliferation in Runx2-deficient cell 

types. Yet overexpressing Runx2 in Cx43-ablated primary cells completely restored 

proliferation back to normal levels, which suggests that Cx43 is acting entirely through 

Runx2 rather than a Runx2-independent pathway. Finalizing these results may require 

analysis of other G1-S phase markers in addition to PCNA, such as Cdk2 and Cyclin D1, 

which both are less phosphorylated and inactivated due to Runx2 function [52]. 

It is important to mention, however, that this downregulation of proliferation is 

not a prerequisite for osteoblasts to function. Isolation of primary calvarial cells revealed 

that cells from the Cmpd animals appeared to mineralize better than the cells from the 

other genotypes, despite defects in osteogenic gene expression. onsistent with this, 

deletion of Cx43 from Gja1-Floxed primary calvarial osteoblasts treated with AD-Cre 

also increased the number of mineralizing nodules in comparison to Cx43-expressing 

cells. This could be the result of increased number of cells producing more mineral and 

would also explain the periosteal expansion in our model. Although it appears that 

increasing proliferation may actually result in improved bone formation, it is believed 

that the importance of maturing osteoblasts to reduce proliferation is to ensure proper 

deposition of collagen fibrils. Thus, the mineralization caused by rapid proliferation may 
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actually result in a more woven bone-like phenotype as suggested by our picrosirius 

stains of collagen fibrils in figure 4.6.  

In all, the proliferation findings speak to how Cx43 and Runx2 ultimately enable 

osteoblast lineage precursors to optimize differentiation by synchronizing cell function 

during active cycles of remodeling. Considering the temporal functionality of Runx2 

early during differentiation, it is likely that this Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis contributes to 

the proliferation-to-differentiation transition that must occur for optimal osteoblast 

maturation and function. It is therefore feasible that intercellular communication via 

Cx43-containing gap junctions would help to synchronize cells as they differentiate past 

this checkpoint. The fact that Cx43-dependent GJIC can permit the sharing of signals that 

modulate Runx2 activity ensures that preosteoblasts ramp up osteogenic gene expression 

while simultaneously becoming less proliferative. This also raises an intriguing question 

about whether this Cx43-Runx2 mechanism is also intact for more mature osteoblasts that 

manage to differentiate beyond this checkpoint. However, it is not entirely clear, from the 

experiments I’ve conducted in these studies whether the sharing of signals is precisely 

responsible for the effects on proliferation like it is for Runx2 activation [124]. In fact, a 

non-membrane role for Cx43 regulating proliferation has been reported [231]. Further 

investigation is needed to elucidate the exact role in which Cx43 plays to reduce 

proliferation in these cells. 
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5.2.4 Poly-L-Lysine-enhanced adenoviral transduction: implications for connexin 

research and beyond 

One of the other achievements of this research involves demonstration of the 

effect PLL has on improving adenoviral transductions in osteogenic cells. Indeed, we 

showed here that the simple addition of PLL, which is a cheap and readily available 

compound, to adenovirus-containing medium significantly enhanced the ability of 

adenoviral vectors to infect primary osteoblasts and BMSCs with minimal to no effects 

on the cells. Through the enhancements provided by PLL, we were able to successfully 

use the Cre/LoxP system and generate the Cx43-deficient primary osteoblasts used for 

our in vitro rescue and proliferation assays. Thus, PLL played a major role in contributing 

to the completion of this thesis work.  

Not only was this method of efficiency deleting Cx43 from primary osteoblasts 

instrumental in addressing the aims of this research, but this system also has the potential 

to emerge as a useful tool for Cx43-based studies in bone. Although studies investigating 

the role of Cx43 in bone have largely shifted towards genetic models, conducting in vitro 

studies can still provide an effective means for rapidly assessing changes in gene 

expression in more biologically representative cells. However, there are limited options 

available for the convenient study Cx43-based primary osteoblast models. Traditionally, 

Cx43-null primary osteoblasts have to be obtained from cKO mice, which are limited in 

access, or from the calvaria of global Gja1-/- mice that die at birth, thus making it difficult 

to obtain cells at a high yield. The WT and Cx43-null hTERT-immortalized mouse 

osteoblasts created by Mia Thi are certainly a viable option and were also utilized in 
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these studies, but are extensively modified and lack the biological relevance of primary 

cells taken from the animal.  

 

5.3 Problems and Limitations of study 

5.3.1 Does Cmpd model actually prove that Cx43 directly modulates Runx2? 

 A major area of consideration in regards to the studies presented is whether the 

findings are actually indicative of a shared pathway where Runx2 is directly downstream 

from a Cx43 gap junction-dependent signaling pathway, or if Cx43 and Runx2 are 

instead operating on parallel pathways to regulate osteogenesis. In particular, the 

compound hemizygous model does not decidedly show that Cx43 directly regulates 

Runx2 activity in vivo. Rather, this strategy only allows us to infer an intersection of 

function based on the synergistic changes in skeletal properties that are observed when 

both Cx43 and Runx2 are compositely hemizygous.  

Prior to conducting our in vivo analysis, we partly accounted for this limitation by 

showing that phosphorylation of ERK and PKCδ was reduced in Cx43-deficient primary 

osteoblasts, which are both known to phosphorylate Runx2 at serine residues 247 and 301 

respectively [59, 128]. Furthermore, we rescued osteocalcin expression by 

overexpressing Runx2 in these Cx43-deficient primary osteoblasts as a way to 

circumvent the defective signaling and illustrate that Runx2 is acting downstream of 

Cx43, as depicted by our model. However, we did not demonstrate that these signaling 

events are directly responsible for affecting Runx2 activity in a similar and effective 

fashion as we did using luciferase assays in MC3T3 cells. Although this would not 

exactly confirm that both factors mediate the effect of Cx43 on Runx2 in vivo, 
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establishing this signaling relationship even in primary cells would make it more 

plausible that this is the physiologically relevant mechanism. 

Granted, we are still very confident that the unique phenotypic changes observed 

in our Cmpd mice and not the Gja1+/- or Runx2+/- mice are indicative of Cx43 and Runx2 

functionally intersecting to regulate bone quality. Given that statistical analysis using 2-

way ANOVA determined that interaction effects between the Gja1 and Runx2 variables 

are responsible for these effects, it is difficult to argue that these more-than-additive 

changes are caused by the disruption of distinct, parallel pathways influenced exclusively 

by either Cx43 or Runx2, particularly when the single Gja1+/- or Runx2+/- mice do not 

possess a phenotype to begin with. With that being said, it is still very true that we did not 

technically prove that this intersection exists by at least showing that Cx43 modulates 

Runx2, per our model. As such, the in vitro rescue assays and the compound hemizygous 

model that we employed did not necessarily eliminate the possibility that Cx43 and 

Runx2 operate on separate, parallel pathways. 

Additional studies we could employ to addresses these limitations and bolster the 

idea Cx43 directly modulates Runx2 would be to do chromatin immunoprecipitation 

(ChIP) assays and check promoter occupancy of Runx2 in WT and Cx43-deficient 

primary cells. Ideally, loss of Cx43 would result in a reduction of Runx2 recruitment to 

target osteogenic promoters like the osteocalcin promoter. To determine whether ERK 

and PKCδ as mediators of the Cx43-dependent recruitment of Runx2 to osteoblast 

promoters, we could then transduce the cells with a constitutively active Raf (Raf-CAAX, 

to constitutively activate the ERK cascade [232]) and a constitutively active PKCδ 
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(PKCδ-CAT [233]) and see if activation of these pathways can rescue Runx2 promoter 

occupancy. 

 

5.3.2 Directionality of Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis 

 This study also raises questions about whether Cx43 is in fact regulating Runx2 or 

vice versa. This is because the phenotype of the Cmpd mice both resembled the 

osteoblast-specific Cx43 cKO cortical bone phenotype as well as the Runx2+/- CCD 

phenotype. On one hand, the CCD defects characteristic of Runx2+/- mice were 

exacerbated in the Cmpd mice, indicating that Cx43 is regulating Runx2 as originally 

hypothesized. On the other hand, the cortical bone phenotype, which is primarily driven 

by loss of Cx43, was only apparent when Runx2 hemizygosity was combined with Cx43 

hemizygosity. In this case, it seems that Runx2 is actually regulating Cx43 and that the 

added haploinsufficiency of Runx2 further impeded the function of Cx43, possibly 

through reduced Cx43 expression.  

Such a finding, if true, does not invalidate our main conclusion that Cx43 and 

Runx2 functionally intersect to regulate bone quality in vivo. Rather, it makes it difficult 

to explain the cortical results solely using the unidirectional model proposed in Figure 5.1 

that depicts Cx43 modulating Runx2. More importantly, it complicates our broader 

interpretation that the cortical bone phenotype reported in Cx43 cKO mice is due to an 

underlying decrease in Runx2 activity caused by lack of Cx43 signaling. For if this were 

to be the case, then the Runx2+/- mice should certainly have a cortical bone phenotype 

similar to the cKO Cx43 mice, but there is no noticeable cortical phenotype observed in 

the Runx2+/- mice in this study. Indeed, it is possible that both directionalities could co-
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exist, such that Cx43 modulates Runx2 activity in order to control clavicle and cranial 

development, and Runx2 regulates Cx43 expression in order to control cortical bone 

quality. However, this would also undermine the universal importance of the sharing of 

anabolic signals through Cx43 gap junctions that ultimately activate Runx2 gene 

transcription. Instead, as it pertains to cortical bone quality, it seems Runx2 could 

regulate Cx43 expression so that Cx43 can better share signals that converge on another 

factor, possibly β-catenin or Osterix.  

The assertion that Runx2 is regulating Cx43 may not be the correct explanation for the 

cortical results either. To our knowledge, there is no evidence in the literature of Runx2 

upregulating Cx43, at least through gene transcription and mRNA levels. Additionally, 

we have never observed an increase in Cx43 mRNA when we overexpressed primary 

osteoblasts or BMSCs with Runx2 (data not shown). One possible explanation in support 

of our “Cx43 converges on Runx2” model is that the Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis exerts a 

dominant effect on normal cortical bone formation, such that only one functional copy of 

Runx2 is enough to normally regulate cortical bone quality as long as Cx43 signaling is 

normal and both copies of Gja1 are intact. If Cx43 and Runx2 are both hemizygous then 

the osteogenic pathway becomes compromised (Figure 5.2). Likewise, in the Cx43 cKO 

models, since there are two functional copies of Runx2, total ablation of both copies of 

Gja1 would be required to cause the observed cortical effect. There may also be other 

explanations for these findings as well, but needless to say, it is clear that additional 

studies need to be done in order to sort out the hierarchy of the Cx43-Runx2 signaling 

axis. 
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Figure 5.2: Diagram demonstrating why Runx2+/- and Cmpd cortical bone might not 

produce the same phenotype. 

The activity of Runx2 in Runx2+/-  mice should theoretically be lower than 50%, which should be 

insufficient enough to cause a phenotype according to our model. However, Runx2+/- mice have 

no cortical phenotype. This could mean that cortical bone is driven more by Cx43 than Runx2, 

and that there is enough signaling from Cx43 channels to sufficiently activate the remainder of 

the Runx2 pool and promote normal cortical bone dynamics. This would still allow us to 

conclude that Cx43 is regulating Runx2. 
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5.3.3 Lack of cell autonomous information 

Since our mouse model is a global compound hemizygous model, it is important 

to verify that the observed skeletal phenotype of our Cmpd animals is actually due to  

changes in the ability of osteogenic cells from these animals to differentiate. The only 

cell autonomous information that we reported was in regards to proliferation status, in 

which we showed that primary calvarial osteoblasts isolated from Cmpd animals were 

significantly more proliferative than their littermate controls. Aside from that, we did not 

report any cell autonomous information regarding gene expression and the ability of these 

cells to mineralize. While the proliferation data itself signifies that the osteoblasts from 

Cmpd animals are not differentiating as effectively, the gene expression and 

mineralization data would have offered some mechanistic insight and functional 

confirmation that the skeletal defects we observed did involve bone-specific changes that 

were not influenced by other bodily systems.  

A big part of the problem in trying to obtain the cell autonomous data was the 

difference in proliferation of the cells from the 4 genotypes. Because the cells from the 

Cmpd animals proliferated so quickly, they would become superconfluent, which 

introduces the confounding factor of contact-induced differentiation. As I discussed in 

section 5.2.4, the Cmpd cells appeared to mineralize better than the other genotypes, 

which has been observed in previous Cx43 cKO models [104]. In other instances, cells 

from Cmpd mice didn’t appear to mineralize at all despite being able to proliferate more, 

which could also point to issues with the cell isolation procedure. Essentially, the results 

from these studies were inconclusive, but it is clear that adjusting for this vast 

discrepancy in proliferation is important to properly assess differentiation status.  
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5.3.4 PLL and other polycationic compounds 

Given the prominent results from the PLL study, one of the obvious and 

inescapable questions raised by this study is how PLL compares to other polycationic 

compounds and other available transduction-improving reagents. Even though the 

purpose of the study was more to demonstrate a proof-of-concept, it would be particularly 

informative to provide a comprehensive examination of the different ways these 

compounds stack up against one another. I broached this briefly in Table 3.1 by 

comparing the cost/well of PLL to polybrene and another commercially available 

transduction reagent, as well as commented on the reported effects polybrene has on 

osteogenic differentiation. However, further experimentation is required in order to 

appropriately recommend PLL for bone-specific studies over other established alternates. 

Future studies may compare PLL against a panel of known polycation compounds and 

other transduction reagents and not only test their efficacy in improving adenoviral 

transduction efficiencies in osteoblasts and BMSCs, but also examine cost, cell viability, 

and impact on osteogenic differentiation. In particular, differentiation analysis would 

include assessment of potential changes in gene/protein expression, proliferation, and 

mineralization.  
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5.4 Future Directions 

This thesis work provides compelling evidence of Cx43 and Runx2 functionally 

intersecting to contribute to osteogenesis and in vivo bone quality, the implications of 

which have spawned many new questions and opportunities for scientific inquiry. Given 

the insights provided by this research as well as some of the resourceful technical 

approaches implemented for answering gap junction-specific questions in bone, where 

does the field of gap junction research in bone go from here in general? In this section, I 

will go over a few of the intriguing research directions and practical studies that I think 

would both address some of the challenges specifically brought up in this chapter and 

also possibly address some of the remaining unknown areas for the field of connexin 

biology in bone overall. 

 

5.4.1 Assessing the effect of Cx43 ablation on the osteoblast “transcriptome” and 

the Runx2 “cistrome” 

Microarray analysis in bone has been useful in mapping the temporal expression 

of both osteoblast specific and non-specific genes throughout the course of 

differentiation, which has served to formulate our basic understanding of the key markers 

of osteogenesis and the phenotypic consequences (i.e. maturation stage) based on their 

profile of expression. However, no study has characterized the broad range of mRNA 

readouts in Cx43-expressing osteoblasts in comparison to Cx43-deficient osteoblasts. 

This has been successfully done to analyze wholesale gene expression changes in heart 

and brain cells that are Cx43+/- or Cx43-/- in order to identify gene networks that are 

influenced by Cx43 in these tissues [234, 235]. Similarly, performing this in bone could 
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also provide insights into gene networks that are affected by Cx43 and may help to 

identify other mechanisms of how Cx43 elicits its function in bone. Particularly as it 

pertains to the proliferation results in these studies, this could help identify proliferative 

factors that hypothetically get upregulated or anti-proliferative factors that get 

downregulated in the absence of Cx43, for example. 

 Along the same lines, a more pertinent transcriptomics investigation would be to 

assess genome-wide changes in Runx2 chromatin occupancy osteoblasts that either 

express or are deficient in Cx43. Several studies have reported using ChIP-seq analysis in 

normal differentiating osteoblasts in order to map the wide array of promoter and 

enhancer sites – also known as a “cistrome” – that Runx2 occupies and the changes in the 

occupancy of these binding sites during differentiation [236-238]. Although a massive 

undertaking, performing a similar analysis in Cx43-null cells would be able to illuminate 

the genome-wide differences in Runx2 binding patters and potentially demonstrate the 

wide range of gene transcription that is targeted by the Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis. To 

recall, in section 5.3.1 of this chapter I discussed how our study did not necessarily show 

that Cx43 directly affected Runx2 activity and proposed doing ChIP assays to potentially 

show reduced Runx2 occupancy on the osteocalcin promoter in Cx43-null cells. Doing a 

genome-wide ChIP-seq would be a much more powerful derivative of this that would be 

able to do multiplex analysis of Runx2 occupancy at several different promoters beyond 

osteocalcin and would provide a more comprehensive assessment of Cx43-dependent 

modulation of Runx2 activity essentially in vivo. Other transcription factors implicated 

with bone formation (i.e. Osterix, AP-1 (c-Fos/c-Jun), β-Catenin (TCF/Let), Creb, Osf-1, 
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to name a few) can also be analyzed ifor their Cx43-dependent effects on multiple 

promoters. 

5.4.2 Separate analysis of cortical bone and trabecular bone 

Based on the findings from this thesis work and several other studies, it appears 

that the function of Cx43 differs between the cortical and trabecular compartment. If the 

therapeutic potential of Cx43 is ever to be realized in the treatment of bone metabolic 

disorders, it is imperative that the field sort out this discrepancy. Here, we discovered that 

the intriguing rescue of trabecular bone quality in femurs from Cmpd mice compared to 

Runx2+/- mice was still indicative of an interaction between Cx43 and Runx2, but unlike 

cortical bone this seemed to point to an antagonistic relationship between the two factors. 

Consistent with this, osteoclast recruitment was higher along the endocortical surface 

than in the trabecular region, which would probably explain why we were unable to 

obtain conclusive RankL/OPG expression data from whole tibial extracts since the 

extracts contained cells from both compartments. Although our osteogenic expression 

data from tibial extracts seemed representative of our phenotypic observations, moving 

forward it may be important to consider studying Cx43-related effects separately in 

cortical bone or trabecular bone.  

One way to accomplish this is to use laser capture microdissection (LCM) to 

isolate distinct populations of cells from histological tissue sections and analyze the 

mRNA of these distinct populations. LCM has previously been used to examine the gene 

expression profiles of different osteoblast lineage subpopulations in the rat vertebrae in 

response to Sclerostin (SOST)[239]. Here, we could apply the technique to isolate 

trabecular osteoblasts or osteocytes from our Cmpd animals and their littermates in order 
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to acutely study the transcriptional changes caused by Cx43 and Runx2 hemizygosity. 

Naturally, a parallel experiment would involve cortical osteoblast/osteocyte isolation and 

the results from both compartments could be compared. Hypothetically, for our Cmpd 

animals we would anticipate the RankL/OPG ratio to be higher in the cortical bone cells 

than the trabecular bone cells based on the histomorphometry. This approach should also 

be adopted by other studies using Cx43-knockout models. 

Because LCM is a technically demanding procedure requiring specialized 

equipment, a recent paper describes a procedure for obtaining high-quality RNA 

separately from mouse cortical bone and trabecular bone using far more convenient and 

routine extraction methods [240]. The authors basically show how the standard approach 

of flushing out the marrow from tibias using a syringe leaves too many marrow cells, 

which massively suppresses the amplification of osteoblast genes when the RNA is 

isolated and processed by qRT-PCR and complicates the results. Instead, they implement 

a series of simple centrifugation steps to thoroughly remove the marrow from the 

epiphyseal openings and then use a 1mm biopsy punch to separate the cortical bone from 

the trabecular bone. Through this method, osteoblast gene expression is far more robust 

for both bone compartments than if the tibias were flushed with PBS prior to separating 

the bones. Interestingly, we could adopt this method to isolate intact trabecular bone and, 

using our PLL-enhanced adenoviral transduction method to adenovirally overexpress 

Cx43 or knock it down using Cre/LoxP technology, assess gene expression changes in 

response of modulation of Cx43 levels in situ. 
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5.4.3 Proliferation 

This thesis work has made significant strides towards elaborating on the role of 

Cx43 signaling in regulating osteoblast proliferation, implicating Runx2 as a likely 

conversion point for Cx43-dependent cell cycle control. These findings have also raised 

several integral questions that should be addressed in order to fully realize the mechanism 

of action Cx43 has on proliferation. Below, I will propose studies to these questions with 

our Cmpd model in mind, but these studies can also be generalized for any Cx43-driven 

study in bone. 

First, is Runx2 the sole mediator of the Cx43-dependent regulation of 

proliferation? We observed here that overexpression of Runx2 in Cx43-deficient calvarial 

osteoblasts completely restored proliferation back to basal levels, but it may be possible 

that Runx2’s suppressive effect on proliferation is able to compensate for another Cx43-

dependent pathway. To test this, we can do the inverse experiment by knocking down 

Runx2 in primary cells, which would massively increase proliferation, and then 

overexpress Cx43 in these cells. If proliferation gets suppressed at all, then Cx43 can 

function to control osteoblast cell growth though a different pathway. If proliferation is 

completely restored to basal levels, this would unfortunately mean that Cx43 and Runx2 

function on distinct pathways to regulate proliferation. If there is very little to no rescue 

at all, then this would mean that Cx43 regulates proliferation primarily through Runx2, 

which would also verify the hierarchy/directionality of the Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis. 

Second, is the stage of cell cycle dysresgulation in our Cmpd animals at the G1-S 

phase transition? Conducting FACS analysis of cells from the 4 genotypes would be able 

to verify this. Also, previous studies looking into Runx2’s effects on osteoblast 
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proliferation have identified several G1-S phase checkpoint proteins that are upregulated 

in Runx2-deficient cells, such as Cdk-2. We could analyze a panel of these via western 

blotting in our Cmpd animals and identify a potential candidate.  

Finally, can modulation of any pertinent cell cycle proteins rescue proliferation in 

Cx43-deficient cells, or in cells from Cmpd animals, or cells from any other Cx43-

deficient model? Further, does this rescue in proliferation also rescue osteogenic 

differentiation? If it does, one could speculate on what effect in vivo manipulation of cell 

cycle control could have on the skeletal phenotype of a Cx43-deficient animal model. 

 

5.4.4 Hemichannels 

We have used the model of GJIC proposed in Figure 5.1 as the basis for our 

interpretation of all of the results in our study. However, another significant mode of 

Cx43 action on bone is via the exchange of molecules with the extracellular space 

through hemichannels that impact cell processes and ultimately promote osteogenesis and 

bone formation. Because of on our prior in vitro studies, we do not suspect that the Cx43 

intersecting with Runx2 is solely the result of hemichannel-driven signaling. Yet, it is 

surely possible that some Cx43 hemichannel function might influence Runx2 activity. 

Several bone studies have utilized an in vivo mutant Cx43 mouse model that 

conditionally eliminates the formation of Cx43 gap junctions, allowing only 

hemichannels to form [213] It may be insightful to examine if generating a mouse that 

combines Runx2 hemizygosity with this hemichannel-selective mutant still produces the 

phenotypes observed in this study. If so, this would confirm that it is the sharing of 

growth factoral-, hormonal-, or mechanical-generated second messengers through gap 
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junction channels that activates Cx43-dependent pathways that function to activate 

Runx2 as opposed to a hemichannel-mediated pathway.  

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis highlights the physiological 

significance of the Cx43-Runx2 signaling axis and provides convincing evidence that 

Cx43 impacts osteogenesis and bone quality by modulating the activity of Runx2.  
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